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Abstract 
Even though distinguishing their mother from their father is an easy task for most children, 
identification of a specific human user can be a very difficult task for computers.  The creation of 
several classification algorithms in the fields of pattern recognition, data mining, and machine learning 
now assist computers with this task. Today, by taking advantage of unique biometric markers such as 
fingerprint, retinal profile, and facial features, these algorithms work well at identifying specific human 
beings. 
 While relatives might share a similar nose, and the elderly might have partially worn 
fingerprints, what distinguishes these humans as individual people is their brain. Yet, humans have not 
introduced the brain as a biometric marker to distinguish one person from another. However, the brain 
would be a very resourceful tool in these types of systems. Each human responds to external stimuli in  
different ways. These slight voltage differences in neurological associations can be measured and used 
in a new type of biometric classification procedure. 
 Since the inception of electroencephalography (EEG), researchers have been fixated on the idea 
that genetic traits can affect a subject's EEG signal
5,6
. Further, researchers have pushed this notion by 
examining the uniqueness of humans' event-related potentials (ERP), the measure of response a subject 
has when presented with an external stimulus such as a picture or a noise
14
.  This thesis examines the 
accuracy of forming a biometric profile of humans based on these ERPs. Particularly, this study 
focuses on ERPs that were created by auditory responses, as opposed to the commonly studied visual 
responses. Auditory ERPs were chosen for their speed of collection, as well as their ability to isolate 
subjects from other external stimuli with relative ease. 
 The experiment consisted of two steps: collection and classification. First, an oddball 
experiment with 15 electrodes was used to collect auditory ERPs from eight volunteer subjects. The 
subjects were told to listen to a set of sounds played repeatedly and asked to focus on one sound (the 
3 
target sound) from the set, while ignoring the other sounds (the non-target sounds). Five unique sounds 
were played in each set, which resulted in the ratio of the target to non-target sounds being 1:5. Then, 
features for each subject were computed using gamma band spectral power (GBSP) on each of the 15 
electrode sites.  Last, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was used to classify each subject. The study 
was able to identify each subject with an average success rate of 91.17%. On average, each collection 
session took approximately 90 minutes. It should be noted that ERP data is a difficult source of 
information to acquire due to ethical obligations of human testing and length of data acquisition. While 
this study might not demonstrate the true power of auditory ERP biometric systems, it shows a good 
proof of concept for future biometric identification systems based on auditory ERP research.  
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Figure1 The common components found in an ERP waveform1.Notice that each of the components has 
different characteristics. Some are negative (denoted with the letter 'N') and some are positive (denoted with 
the letter 'P'). Some are sharp, while others are broad. We will be capitalizing on these differences when 
classifying subjects. 
1.0 Introduction and Background 
1.1 Auditory Event-Related Potentials (ERP) 
Whether asleep or awake the brain is constantly oscillating. Brain oscillations are the variations 
of electrical potential across billions of neurons and can be measured using an electroencephalography 
(EEG) system that is capable of capturing electrical signals in the microvolt range. There are many 
types of EEG oscillations, but the ones that this study is concerned with are auditory event-related 
potentials (ERPs), specifically those in the gamma band region (30-50 Hz). These types of potentials 
are directly correlated with an auditory event
10
. Each auditory ERP carries several distinct components. 
Figure1 shows a diagram of the different components normally found in auditory ERPs is shown. 
These components are the key characteristics that will be used in the classification portion of this study. 
Figure 2 shows a plot of the average data from one of the volunteer subjects of this study illustrating 
these components in a real environment. 
10 
 
Figure 2 Taken from one of the volunteer subjects, this set of averaged ERPs illustrates the general 
characteristics that define an auditory ERP. The blue lines indicate the average reaction to the target 
stimulus (discussed further in the collection chapter) and the green lines represent the average response to 
the nontarget stimulus. Some of the channels show the ERP characteristics better than other channels. For 
example, the channels 01 and 02 lose some of the ERP that can clearly be distinguished at the Cz and Fz 
channels, particularly at the 200 millisecond mark.  
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There are four major components in each of the auditory ERPs that are most recognizable when 
building a biometric profile. Each of these waveforms has a specific name that refers either to its 
position in relation to other components of the ERP (first, second, third, etc.) or its position in time. For 
example, the P50 peak (also known as the P1, because it is the first positive pointing peak) is the first 
peak shown in Figure1 and can be found at approximately 50 milliseconds. Likewise, the N100 (also 
known as the N1, because it is the first negative pointing peak) is the second peak of interest and can be 
found at approximately 100 milliseconds. While both terminologies are used in ERP papers, I will 
mainly be using the naming convention that refers to the peak in relation to its temporal position (P50, 
N100, etc.). This choice was arbitrary and chosen only to avoid confusion when being read by other 
ERP researchers. The third peak, P160, is normally the largest. The last peak, P300, is usually the 
flattest. This flatness has to do with the measured variance in the long-latency responses (the 
components in the later portion of the ERP). The variances in the long-latency responses tend to 
become larger, so the P300 peak has a larger chance to shift right or left of 300 milliseconds with each 
ERP. Since the variance is large around this time, the average tends to flatten out surrounding that 
area
10
. 
 Auditory ERPs were chosen instead of the often-studied visual ERPs because we wanted to 
extend the field of biometric classification to include different types of external stimuli. It has been 
shown that visual ERP classification can be very accurate; however, there is not much exploration into 
other types of ERP biometrics
6
. Even though we changed the external stimulus type, most of the 
methods used in past visual ERP classification papers have been adopted into this study in hopes of 
seeing relatively similar accuracies. For example, in one of the first studies looking at the accuracy of 
classification using visual ERPs, the feature extraction algorithm looked solely at the spectral power for 
each electrode site
14
. This method was also adopted to remain consistent with its findings. We also 
focused our attention to the power only in the gamma band region of the ERP. While it is not fully 
agreed upon, the gamma band has been hypothesized to be the center for perception
3
. It has also shown 
12 
to give accurate results in a number of other ERP classification studies
1
. Therefore, it, too, was adopted 
into our study. 
1.2 Problem of Biometrics 
 Most biometric classification schemes suffer from two major problems: privacy and 
immutability. It is because of these problems that they cannot be used as the only means of 
authenticating a user to a high security system, for example. 
 The first problem is that most biometric methods are open to the public. In the past few years, 
dozens of security breaches have been released due to the fact that attackers were able to steal very 
obscure pieces of information that lead to unrestricted access to the system and its data. Even with 
private security measures in place, attackers can find a means of exploiting even the smallest piece of 
unprotected information. Compare this to the biometric information of a fingerprint. Fingerprints might 
not be able to be stolen from a remote location, but fingerprints can hardly be considered a private or 
protected form of data since they are left on every surface the user touches. While it might still be 
difficult to lift a fingerprint or find the whereabouts of such a fingerprint, given the nature of attackers, 
this kind of public information is almost certain to become compromised. 
 The second problem is that most biometrics are immutable. In other words, they will always be 
the same and you cannot change them. This might appear to be an obvious statement of the definition 
of 'biometric', however, other forms of authentication are not immutable and for good reasons. One 
example is a system that requires users to authenticate themselves by means of passwords. This system 
is good for the users' security because passwords are tough to steal and they are not immutable. In the 
case that a user forgets their password or, relating more to security, have had their account 
compromised, the user can simply change their password. In the case of a compromised account, this 
feature is particularly important for preventing permanent damage from attackers. Since biometrics 
cannot change (there is no way of replacing a fingerprint), systems that use biometrics have no way of 
13 
restoring access to a compromised account. Therefore, a compromised biometric is permanently a 
compromised account. 
 This study is attempting to bring to life a new kind of biometric that tries to avoid these 
disadvantages. First, EEG is not something that is made public. Since it has to be acquired using 
specialized equipment, EEG does not run the risk of being stolen or compromised. If an attacker 
wished to steal the EEG biometric of a user, they would have to do so by some other vulnerability in 
the authentication process not related to the biometric. Also, using EEG as a biometric profile can 
potentially solve the problem of biometrics typically being immutable. This is because of the way that 
profile is created. In this study, profiles are created by measuring the spectral power of the users EEG 
in response to a specific sound. When a user hears the sound, the brain creates a heritable ERP, hence 
creating the unique biometric profile
1
. If this biometric was ever compromised, the profile could be 
updated by creating a new profile with a new response to a different sound source.  This would be  
much like a user changing their password. This allows users to regain access to a compromised account 
because the biometric is not based on an immutable characteristic of a user. Instead, it is based on the 
reaction the user has to an external stimulus. If the stimulus changes, the reaction also changes. 
1.3 Literature Review 
Even though the field of EEG biometrics has only seen its genesis in the past twenty years, 
researchers have always found its power in the quantitative data it gives about the condition of their 
subjects
5
. Prior to the discovery of EEG, subjects were often given cognitive tests, which were open to 
interpretation, as a way to diagnose neurological diseases. However, these interpretations can now be 
refuted by the measureable power of EEG components after they were found to be correlative to many 
of the diseases neuroscientists were attempting to identify. Not only could they be used to diagnose 
neurological diseases, EEG had a close relation to genetic heritability that opened the door for 
biometric systems
2
. Although this fact is fairly agreed upon in the scientific community, the 
14 
heterogeneous traits for EEG are complex and not well known. There have been several studies in the 
neuroscience field that show different factors can contribute to the overarching feature that can be 
produced from an EEG reading of a subject
20
. This leads to the conclusion that these sorts of features 
are fragile and very subject to their environment. 
Genetic qualities of EEG have been studied for much longer than biometric systems. In the past, 
twin and family studies proved to be a great stepping-stone for the future of EEG biometric research. 
Mean spectral power of frequency bands such as the alpha and beta bands were shown to be very 
heritable in simple resting with eyes closed (REC) and resting with eyes open (REO ) experiments
7
. 
Inspired by these results, research was conducted to test these heritable features for ERPs. In 2006, 
Begleiter and Porjesz tried similar twin and family experiments using both auditory ERPs and visual 
ERPs, finding similar results to the twin and family studies that used REC and REO
7
.  
While the biometric markings of EEG might appear to be subject to change over time, studies 
have found that the power spectral components of individual EEG can remain fairly stable. In 2007, 
EEG sessions on the same test subjects hosted over a year apart showed stable spectral power 
distributions between subjects
12
. This fact is often debated, but is hard to ignore for future researchers 
hoping to make the first stable and accurate EEG biometric system. Since these findings have shown 
that EEG can be a reputable source of subject identification, several studies have been introduced that 
utilize EEG as the main identifier in biometric systems. Many of them use REO and REC testing, while 
other focus on EEG experiments that require the subject to perform some kind of cognitive task, such 
as a math operation or recalling the shape of an object from memory.  
However, ERP biometric systems are relatively new. Ramaswamy Palaniappan, from the 
University of Wolverhampton, appears to have been the first to publish work demonstrating a working 
ERP based biometric system. In 2002, he and Raveendran published a paper claiming an average 
success rate of 90.95% on 10 subjects using visual ERPs as the biometric identifier. In this process, 
15 
they used absolute spectral power of the gamma band region for 61 electrodes. These features were 
classified using a neural network
3
. 
Inspired by these great results, Palaniappan and other researchers launched a series of other 
visual ERP based biometric studies, swapping out different feature extraction processes and 
classification algorithms. For example, in 2007, the classification of a neural network was replaced 
with an LDA, achieving an 82% accuracy rate. This study also removed the absolute spectral power 
features and replaced them with autoregressive (AR) coefficients
17
. Two other Palaniappan studies 
conducted in 2003
13
 and in 2005
15
, respectively, choose to add Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to 
their feature extraction process. In short, PCA maximizes the individual groups' variance, which helps 
classifiers such as an LDA or a neural networks identify individual components within the data. Both 
of these studies also tried other processing techniques such as extending the gamma band range, 
changing the filter types, and normalizing the features in hopes of improving their results. 
It should be noted that almost all of these studies that introduced ERP based biometric systems 
chose to use visual ERPs. To the knowledge of the author, there were no studies that used auditory 
ERPs to create a biometric profile in order to classify human subjects. The reason for this flood of one-
sided research is probably due to the relatively difficult task of acquiring good and publicly available 
ERP data. There are several open databases that have been made public for this reason. However, most 
of these open databases focus on visual ERPs. There are also other problems with these databases. For 
example, the Zhang database
3
 is an open database that is often used by Palaniappan's studies. 
According to the documentation, the study was purposed "to examine EEG correlates of genetic 
predisposition to alcoholism." The database contains measurements from 64 electrodes at a sampling 
frequency of 256 Hz. The problem with this database is that it uses visual ERPs to classify subjects 
with alcoholism. Since these two factors are so specific to this study, the classification is biased for a 
different experiment that might only be studying healthy subjects. Further, it is specific to visual ERPs 
only. The problem of experimental data being too specific for public use is a problem found in almost 
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all of the public databases. Despite the data's availability, it is often data that is not relevant to the 
study. This has forced the hands of biometric researchers to focus solely on the data that is available 
and is the reason so many studies only have results from visual ERP biometric identification systems. 
This study is attempting to break from this paradigm and build the first auditory ERP biometric 
system. Since there were no public databases of auditory ERPs that did not introduce other 
experimental design flaws, this study collected new ERP data. The collection process is outlined in 
Chapter 2. While the data collected for this thesis is clean auditory ERP data from normal human 
subjects, the size of the dataset is small compared to other ERP biometric studies, such as those of 
Panaiappan and Begleiter. 
Given these past studies, a few conclusions can be made about the future of EEG-based 
biometric systems. First, it is not clearly known what the specific traits of EEG directly correlate to 
genetic heritability. Despite the fact that there are many studies that show a correlation between family 
members and EEG, it is not very clear as to what properties of EEG make up the underlying material 
that are best suited for the biometric profile of a subject. This might be because there is much we do not 
know about the brain. In addition, it could be because neurological chemistry can be affected by many 
different factors, which might not be related to genetic information of the subject. For example, 
possible external factors, such as caffeine
9
 and alcohol consumption
19
 might bias the results of the 
ERP. More neurological research needs to be conducted in order to pinpoint the specific features before 
great accuracy and stability can be reached for EEG-based biometric systems. 
Second, the accuracy of classification is dependent on frequency components and electrode 
channel placement. Studies show some portions of the brain have higher heritability than others. By 
taking these channels into account, results are likely be more accurate. For example, Campisi showed 
that occipital, temporal and parietal brain regions can be described as highly genetically determined
4
. 
Other channels might also be of general interest depending on the type of ERP experiment the 
biometric system is trying to capture. In the case of an auditory stimulus, electrode channels close to 
17 
the primary auditory cortex might be used since this is the area of the brain associated with the 
processing of sound. Likewise, studies have shown introducing occipital region electrodes for visual 
ERP experiments has proven to make an accurate classifier on a visual stimulus. 
Last, the effect of time on EEG biometric systems seems to be a problem if they do not employ 
some kind of neural network. It has been shown that human EEG will have slight variations as the 
subject ages. Some studies have shown that EEG power spectrum density can be fairly stable from 
year-to-year trials. However, this is not an agreed upon finding and several other studies have refuted 
this assertion
11
. Neural networks might be a solution to the problem since they would have the 
capability of learning these changes. As long as subjects were tested several times throughout their 
lifetime, the neural network would be able to detect these variations since the variations are considered 
to be long spanning effects. 
1.4 Thesis Outline and Problem Statement 
 Biometric identifiers are becoming a commonplace method for individual authentication in the 
modern age of computing. Whether it is a fingerprint scanner on a mobile device or facial recognition 
on a laptop, biometrics have proven to be insecure methods of authentication. Several studies have 
attempted to bring EEG into the mix by introducing biometrics based on ERPs, particularly visual 
ERPs. Despite their improvements made to the security of modern biometrics, each of these studies 
takes a long time to collect the right data and an even longer time to prepare the subject. Often subject 
are required to wear electrodes caps of up to 61 electrodes. If EEG biometrics are to ever reach the 
average consumer, the barrier to entry must be reduced. 
 This study demonstrates a proof of concept for a simpler approach to EEG-based biometrics 
through means of auditory ERP. Auditory ERPs were chosen for two reasons: speed and control. 
Traditionally, visual ERPs are acquired from subjects by having the subject look at an image or a 
picture. Usually, these pictures are simple and easy to comprehend. However, visual ERPs are difficult 
18 
to reproduce unless the subject is placed in a very controlled environment. Often the subject will have 
other external stimuli presented that are not the focus of the image being shown. Alternatively, auditory 
ERPs are much easier to control with a much more relaxed environment. Experiments can easily be 
conducted with a relatively quiet room and a pair of noise canceling headphones. This system also 
attempts to simplify the collection process by significantly reducing the number of electrodes to 15. 
This was done in hopes to produce a relatively accurate result and spark further research to improving 
the integration between EEG and biometric devices. 
 Chapter 2 describes the steps used in carrying out the collection of auditory ERP features. This 
includes conditions in which subjects were placed in during the acquisition process and the prompts 
they were given. It also includes methods of collection and details of the sound samples used, as well 
as, other experimental design steps used to collect data. 
 Chapter 3 describes how the processing scripts were used to the build the features for each 
subject. In this section, filters, averaging, artifact rejection, and feature extraction algorithms are 
explained. 
 Chapter 4 describes the process of classifying a subject. It explains the reasons for using the 
LDA and its disadvantages in this study. It also explains some of the other more successful classifiers 
that have been used in past studies and why they were more successful. 
 Chapter 5 describes the results and conclusions of this study. It outlines the accuracy of the 
LDA classifier for auditory ERPs and the reasons they worked as accurately as they did. 
 All code, prompts, and configuration files can be found at the end in the appendix. 
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Figure 3 An illustration of the electrode placement used in this study in accordance with the American 
Encephalographic Society's International 10/20 System. While this placement shows 19 electrodes, 15 of the 
electrodes were chosen to be used during the collection and processing tasks  
2.1 Collection 
2.1.1 Overview 
 Measurements were taken from a g.USBamp® amplifier, manufactured by Guger 
Technologies, using a 19 channel electrode cap with a sampling frequency of 256 Hz. Two caps were 
used throughout the experiment, each sized differently, one for smaller heads and one for larger heads. 
Each electrode in the cap was made of tin and supplemented with a sodium chloride based 
conductive gel. A blunt-tipped syringe was used to inject the conductive gel. This process was repeated 
for all electrode sites until all impedances were measured to be approximately below 10 kilohms before 
starting the collection process. 
Both sized caps followed the electrode site configuration found in Figure 3, which complies 
with the American Encephalographic Society's International 10/20 System
8
. Although 19 channels 
were available on each of the electrode caps used, this study only used 15 of the channels. The 
following electrode sites were not prepared during the experimental setup and were not used in the 
feature extraction process: T3, T4, T5, T6. These channels were chosen for removal because in 
preliminary experimental design testing, these channels provided the least relevant information about 
20 
 
Figure 4 The main GUI program, named BCILauncher, offered by BCI2000© used for selecting the signal 
source, the processing tools, and the application configuration for collecting EEG from subjects. 
the auditory stimulus. 
2.1.2 BCI2000© Setup 
The software used both to record EEG measurements and to collect timing of stimuli was 
BCI2000©. BCI2000© is a “general-purpose system for brain-computer interface (BCI) research. It 
can be used for data acquisition, stimulus presentation, and brain monitoring applications” according to 
the BCI2000© website. Our particular distribution of BCI2000© system was setup and maintained by a 
prior graduate student, Pooja Kadambi, conducting similar ERP research
9
. References to the 
configuration of this software can found in the appendix. The BCI2000© software was installed on a 
dedicated laptop running 32-bit Windows 7, although the software is compatible with other operating 
systems.  
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Figure 5 BCILauncher window collecting impedances from the subject. The window to the left shows a listing 
of the current impedances for each of the electrodes configured by the parameter file. The yellow and white 
lines are an real time collection of EEG from the configured electrodes. 
The process of setting up the BCI2000© for each subject consisted of two steps. The first step is 
to collect impedances from the subject. The second step is to collect auditory ERPs using the provided 
stimulus presentation task. Figure 4 depicts the main BCI2000© tool named BCILauncher configured 
for impedance testing. BCILauncher is the main graphical user interface (GUI) used to control the 
g.USBamp® amplifier, as well as, all the configuration parameters (often referred to as the parameter 
file) of the experiment. The figure also shows that during the impendence collection process, the 
BCILauncher 'Signal Source' window is chosen for g.USBamp® amplifier, the 'Signal Processing' 
window is chosen for 'DummySignalProcessing,' and the 'Application' window is chosen for 
'DummyApplication'. When the user presses the 'Launch' button, a new window appears asking the user 
to configure the experiment. Using the parameter file designed for impedance collection, referenced in 
the appendix, the 'DummyApplication' can properly read impedances from the g.USBamp® amplifier. 
As illustrated in Figure 5, when BCILauncher is configured to collect impedances, the 'Set Config' 
button is pressed to acquire impedances in a new window. For each subject, these impedances are 
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Figure 6 During ERP collection experiments, the BCILauncher tool must be switched to the 
'StimulusPresentation' task in order to have access to the property stimulus configuration parameters. These 
parameters include control of the stimulus to be presented, the stimulus length, the interstimulus interval, and 
randomness of the stimulus presentation 
recorded and placed in the impedances folder of the subject data archive.  A detailed discussion of the 
data storage file system used to collect and archive data from this study is presented in the appendix. 
The next step is the collection of auditory ERPs. Figure 6 shows that in the BCILauncher tool, 
'StimulusPresentation' must be selected in the 'Application' window. The other window selections are 
the same as the impedance collection step. By pressing the 'Launch' button, the same configuration 
window appears and the experiment can be configured using the proper parameter file. Note that there 
are two parameter files for the ERP collection experiment, one labeled version 1 and the other labeled 
version 2. Prior to collecting the results from this study, several experiments were attempted in an 
effort to remove flaws from the final ERP experiment. These experimental parameters were tested in 
the first version of the parameter file. When replicating this study, use the second version of the 
parameter file. By using the second version, the correct audio samples will be properly placed in the 
stimulus matrix of the application tab.  
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Figure 7 The stimulus sequencing parameters used during the ERP experiment. Notice that each of the five 
sounds is played 15 times during each sequence and each trial contain two sequences. Here is where we also 
specified the temporal jitter and randomness in the stimulus presentation. 
Parameter Value 
Sample Rate 256 Hz 
Gain 1 
Stimulus Duration ≈250 milliseconds 
Interstimulus Interval 1400 - 1600 milliseconds 
Sequence Order Random 
Sequences per Trial 2 
Stimulus Presentation per Sequence 15 
Table 1 Table of major parameters used when conducting the ERP experiment. 
Figure 7 shows the sequencing parameters used in this experiment, as well. These are very 
important because they show the interstimulus interval (ISI), the temporal jitter between stimulus 
presentations, and the random configuration of each of the audio samples. Table 1 summarizes these 
parameters for quick reference. 
2.1.2 Collection Method 
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Figure 8 The large white circles around the electrodes FP1 and FP2 were made from foam and added to the 
cap to provide comfort to the subject during the collection process. Typically, these electrodes directly touch 
the skin of subjects and are an irritant for longer EEG experiments. 
Preparation for the experiment took approximately 30 minutes. A blunt-tipped syringe was used 
to fill the electrode cap with a capacitive gel before the electrode cap was placed onto the head of the 
subject. Then, two foam pads were wrapped around the edges of the FP1 and FP2 electrode sites. 
Figure 8 shows how these pads were added to the electrode sites. These sites are not usually protected 
by hair and provide the most discomfort to the subjects during testing. By surrounding these sites with 
foam pads, the subjects were less likely to become distracted or irritated by the electrodes during the 
test. After the 15 chosen electrodes were filled with capacitive gel, the subjects were asked to place the 
cap on their heads for further preparation. Then, a blunt-tipped syringe filled with capacitive gel was 
placed in the electrode site and gently onto the scalp. After a small injection of gel was introduced to 
the site, the syringe was swirled in a spherical motion, as well as, a side-to-side motion. This light 
abrasion removes dead skin from the scalp and allows the conductive gel to make a good connection 
with the living skin underneath. Using the BCI2000© impedance checking software, each electrode 
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was tested to insure that its impedance was below 10 kilohms. 
 Auditory ERP signals were acquired from subjects by conducting a simple oddball experiment 
often used in P300 spellers
10
. Subjects were asked to focus their visual attention on a blank table, to sit 
up straight, to move their hands to their thighs, and to uncross their legs. Then, they were asked to 
focus their auditory attention to five different sounds being played. Headphones were provided to hear 
each of the sounds, as well as, remove any other unpredictable noises from the environment. The 
experiment consisted of five different trials for each subject. During each trial, the subject was given a 
sound to focus their attention on during the trial. This sound is known as the target stimulus. The 
subjects were instructed to lightly tap their finger on their thigh when they heard a target stimulus. This 
tapping provides an easy cognitive task during the trial to insure the subject is paying attention and is 
light enough that it does introduce noise into the EEG signal. Often, ERP experiments will require the 
subject to do some kind of cognitive task in their head, such as counting the number of times they hear 
the target stimulus. However, these tasks can sometimes be confusing for subjects depending on the 
type of stimulus. It can also lead to the subject becoming bored and remove focus from the target 
stimulus
3
. Each of the five trials had a different target stimulus and each of the five sounds was the 
target stimulus during one of the trials. In other words, each of the five sounds was the target stimulus 
at least once during the entirety of the experiment. While a sound was a target stimulus, the other 
sounds were categorized as nontarget stimuli. The five different sounds were played in a random 
sequence each trial with each of the sounds being played an equal amount of the sequence (each sound 
had a 20% chance of playing during the trial, meaning 20% target stimulus and 80% nontarget 
stimulus). 
 Each trial consisted of five sets where each sound played 15 times. Each of the sounds lasted 
approximately 250 milliseconds. It should be noted that this length of time for an audio sample is long 
for an auditory ERP study
3
. During the preliminary experimental design testing, simple harmonic tones 
were used with much smaller lengths. However, these tones were very similar and hard to distinguish 
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when played in random sequences. When testing the experiment myself, I could not correctly identify 
the target stimulus every time and needed to redo the experiment in order to process good ERP data. In 
order to make the experiment easier for the subjects, each of the tones was replaced with a sound of a 
recording of a man saying the words “one,” “two,” “three,” “four,” and “five,” respectively. These 
sounds were provided by the BCI2000© software. Even though these sounds were longer, they were 
much easier to comprehend by the subject. Hopefully, this experiment design decision helped prevent 
poor ERP data from being collected and used during the feature extraction. 
 Only one sound played at a time and the interstimulus interval (ISI) was in the range of 1400 to 
1600 milliseconds. The ISI measurement is the time between the offset of one stimulus and the onset of 
the next stimulus. ISI is an important property of ERP experiments because it shows how much time 
the brain has to return to the baseline before another stimulus is presented. Even though this time seems 
lengthy for the subject, it is important in this study because auditory ERPs have a long refractory period 
(time before returning to the baseline), usually around 1000 milliseconds. However, I wanted to make 
the ISI a little bit longer to ensure that the offsets of these longer sounds were not interfering with the 
ERP. It should, also, be noted that a small amount of temporal jitter was added to the ISI. This means 
that the ISI was a variable number between 1400 and 1600 milliseconds as opposed to a constant value. 
The reason that the stimulus presentation was not periodic was to average away any alpha waves that 
might have been introduced into the signal. Alpha waves tend to sync with an external stimulus if the 
external stimulus is presented in a periodic fashion. Introducing a small variance in the period breaks 
this pattern
3
. 
2.1.3 Collection Subjects 
 This study consisted of 8 subject auditory ERP collection tests, proceeded by 8 subject 
identification tests. 75% of the subjects were male and 25% were female. Each subject was a volunteer 
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from the laboratory. Each test collected 150 auditory ERPs before artifact rejection. Each test lasted 
approximately 60 minutes and the total test and preparation time took approximately 90 minutes. 
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3.0 Processing 
This chapter provides an overview of the processing steps conducted after all the data are 
collected. A brief high-level description of the processing steps is provided below. After the brief 
overview, a detailed description of each of the processing steps is provided in a separate subsection. 
 The first processing task is completed during the collection process because it is completed by 
the EEG signal acquisition hardware. Each data set was filtered by the g.USBamp® amplifier hardware 
using a notch, low pass, and high pass filter. Next, the continuous EEG signals are separated in ERP 
epochs. Epoch separation is done using the BCI2000 stimulus codes provided during the collection 
process. Each sound played during the stimulus presentation is assigned a specific number (here, 
referred to as the stimulus codes). These codes are used to form 1000 millisecond intervals, of which 
200 milliseconds are prior to the stimulus (called the prestimulus) and 800 are milliseconds after the 
stimulus (called the poststimulus). These 1000 millisecond intervals are called epochs. After the epochs 
are formed, each epoch is baseline corrected. This process calculates the average of the prestimulus, 
and then subtracts the average from every data point in the entire epoch. Artifact rejection follows the 
baseline correction. This task looks for epochs that may be corrupted by non-brain activity such as eye 
blinks. Artifact rejection is done by looking at the peak-to-peak voltage within the epoch. Peak-to-peak 
voltages that exceed 50 microvolts (a voltage threshold configured by the software) are likely to be 
caused by eye blinks which produce voltage spikes with potential swings in this range. It is 
recommended to tailor the blink threshold to each subject because there is often variability in the size 
of potentials that blinks create
10
. Using visual inspection, this threshold was changed in the cases of 
subjects where blinks did not match the 50 microvolt threshold automatically configured by the 
software. While there are other artifact rejection algorithms and implementations, this study only tried 
to remove epochs that were obvious eye blinks and would inappropriately distort the ERP data.  
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Once the data has been filtered, separated into epochs, base lined and had epochs with blink 
artifacts removed, the last processing step can be completed.  To finally produce data from which ERPs 
can be identified, epochs with target stimuli are averaged together and epochs with nontarget stimuli 
are averaged together.  Finally, the target and nontarget averages were plotted and viewed just prior to 
concluding the experiment to insure that the subject data did in fact yield good ERP samples to be used 
in the study. 
 Once each data set is processed, the features are extracted from the set of epochs. Since we 
were able to collect 150 auditory ERP samples from each test, there were at most 150 samples (if the 
subject had no epochs removed from artifact rejection). The gamma band spectral power (GBSP) is 
calculated for each of the channels' epoch and normalized against the total GBSP. Then, a vector for 
each of the epochs is created with dimensions for each channel. Each vector is filled with the 
corresponding channel's GBSP. These vectors form the features that are used in the algorithm for 
classification. 
3.1 Filtering 
 The g.USBamp® amplifier used three hardware filters in its digitization process. The first is a 
Butterworth high pass filter with a pass band at 0.1 Hz and an order number of 8. The second is a 
Butterworth low pass filter with a pass band at 60 Hz and an order number of 8. The third is a 
Chebyshev notch filter with a high pass band at 62 Hz and a low pass band at 58 Hz and an order 
number of 4. These amplifiers store the filtered samples into floating point values that are measured in 
microvolts. These units are used as the raw data when processing each of the trials. 
3.2 Epoching 
 Epoching is the process of finding the critical sections of the raw EEG that pertain to ERP data. 
This means finding out exactly what happens to the EEG right before and right after the stimulus is 
presented. To do this, a window (otherwise known as an epoch) is created around the data that 
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Figure 9 BCI2000© provides a tool called BCIViewer, which allows the user to view the data from a past 
EEG data file. The vertical lines indicate when a stimulus was presented and the number at the top of each 
line indicates the type of stimulus presented. Epoching is the process of taking all the data between a stimulus 
presentation with a nonzero stimulus code and the following zero stimulus code presentation. For example, at 
the 16 seconds, a stimulus code of two was presented, promptly followed by a stimulus code of zero. The data 
in between these two presentations is considered an epoch. 
surrounds the stimulus presentation. Then, all of the following processing is completed on this epoch 
(as opposed to the entire signal). It is in these epochs that we can visually see each of the ERP 
components and make distinctions between one group of ERPs versus another group. As a point of 
reference, see Figure 9. In this illustration, a box encapsulates each of the ERP events. These boxes are 
the epochs that were created for this data, since they contain all the EEG in the prestimulus and 
poststimulus periods. 
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Figure 10 The configuration window for assigning stimulus presentations to stimulus codes. At the top of 
each column, the stimulus code for each of the presentations is listed and in the row titled 'audio', the path to 
the audio file used for this ERP study was placed. 
BCI2000 makes epoching simple by allowing the user to configure a stimulus code for each of 
the sounds played during the stimulus presentation task. In this study, each sound was given the 
stimulus code of the number that the sound said. For example, the sound of the man saying the word 
“one” was given a stimulus code of one, as shown in Figure 10. In the case that no stimulus was being 
presented (none of the sounds were being played), a zero was assigned for the stimulus code. During 
the collection of raw EEG signal, BCI2000 tracks each stimulus code that is played and at what times 
they are played by appending the stimulus code to a stimulus code log. This timing is synchronized 
with the timing of the data collection, giving a perfect timing sequence of when the stimulus was 
presented in relation to the EEG that followed. The stimulus window that was desired was 200 
milliseconds before to the stimulus and 800 milliseconds after the stimulus. To do this, some python 
software was written to iterate through stimulus code logs and find any codes that were not zero 
(indicating that no stimulus was presented). If the code was not zero, the script collected all the raw 
EEG signal 200 milliseconds before the code and 800 milliseconds after the code. This raw EEG 
segment was an epoch. As a note, since the stimuli were longer than one sampling point (each sample 
makes up approximately 4 milliseconds of the epoch), often the code for the stimulus presentation was 
iterated several times in a row. To ensure that our epoch was accurate, the script considers the first of 
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these iterations to be the onset of the stimulus and ignores the rest. The documentation for this 
algorithm can be found in the appendix. 
3.4 Baseline Correction 
 Baseline correction is the process of removing drift and voltage swings from the epochs. It is 
common for these kinds of phenomena to occur due to other factors of the human biology such as skin 
hydration and static charges in the electrodes
1
. These kinds of factors tend to vary slowly in relation to 
the changes exhibited in raw EEG. This usually correlates to slow drift upward or downward of 
potential that could change from subject to subject. Since these drifts happen slowly, most of the drift 
within the epoch will occur within the prestimulus period. The algorithm to implement the baseline 
correction is simply averaging the prestimulus period and subtracting this average from the entire 
epoch.  
While this might appear to be shifting the signal upward or downward, as seen in Figure 11, 
these shifts help to insure that the variability from subject to subject is related to their unique reactions 
to the stimulus presentation and not a variability in other external factors like skin hydration. This 
process is similar to the process of zeroing a scale prior to using it. For example, when weighing the 
contents of a bowl, you weigh the bowl and the contents together and then subtract the weight of the 
bowl. This is to avoid confounds from other people that might use different bowl sizes or bowls made 
from different materials. The same idea can be applied to EEG in the form of baseline correction. 
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Figure 11 The set of graphs shows the difference between a set of ERPs that are baseline corrected and a set 
that are not. The green line represents the latter. In some channels, the baseline does not shift the graph very 
much, however, in others, there is a considerable move. These corrections are important because amplitude 
plays a role in the feature extraction process. 
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Figure 12 An example of an epoch that was marked as contaminated. This is because of the very large spike 
around the time of the stimulus presentation (around 0 seconds). This spike crosses the "Moving Average 
Peak-to-Peak" threshold, so it must be marked as an artifact. 
3.5 Artifact Rejection 
 The key to any good ERP experiment is good data. This means epochs must be clear of voltages 
that might be caused by factors outside of the study. These factors are called artifacts and can result 
from physiologic actions such as eye blinks, eye movements, jaw clinches, and muscle contractions. An 
example of an epoch that includes an artifact is shown in Figure 12. In order to isolate the uniqueness 
of each subject solely on their reaction to an auditory stimulus, epochs that contain artifacts must be 
removed from the data set used to create features. 
 There are many different algorithms used to properly identify and remove artifacts, some more 
complicated than others. This study does not focus on the accuracy of classification based on the 
artifact rejection algorithm. Therefore, I chose to use the algorithm that required the least amount of 
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processing time and yielded acceptable results to demonstrate this proof of concept. The method I used 
was found in Luck's discussion about artifact removal
10
. It's called a “Moving Average Peak-to-Peak” 
measurement.  
First, a voltage threshold of 50 microvolts is selected. This threshold should be slightly larger 
than the absolute maximum voltage that can be seen in a clean ERP epoch (i.e. an epoch without any 
eye blinks or other random noise artifacts). In other words, if an epoch contains a potential past the 
threshold, it should be considered out of the ordinary. Next, each epoch is broken up into several 
chunks. In the default configuration, each chunk was 200 milliseconds long, giving five chunks per 
epoch. For each chunk, the peak-to-peak voltage is calculated and stored. The maximum peak-to-peak 
value from all chunks is, then, compared with the threshold. If the value exceeds the threshold, than the 
epoch is considered contaminated and no longer used in further processing. It should be noted that the 
data is not removed in the case that the user of the software wants to change the threshold for the 
particular subject or process the data without using artifact rejection. This method is good for two 
reasons. First, the algorithm is fast because of its lack of complexity and can be performed on large sets 
of epochs without running into long processing times. Second, it's configurable per test or even per 
epoch. Since the threshold can be changed by the user, epochs can be altered manually to include some 
epochs that exceed the threshold for reasons that might be specific to the test subject. For example, one 
subject might have eye blinks that measure to be 200 microvolts, while others might have eye blinks 
that measure to be 40 microvolts. The software should be tailored to fit each subject individually so that 
clean data are produced across the board. 
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Figure 13 BCIViewer catches eye blinks clearly. Notice that the eye blink artifacts are only present in the 
electrode sites closest to the eyes (mostly the F-channels). However, in channels near the back of the head 
(the P-channels), the artifact is not visible. This is the reason that when an artifact is found, the entire ERP 
most be marked contaminated for all channels of that ERP and not just the channels where the artifact is 
most prevalent. 
 Once an epoch is found to be contaminated, the software goes through all the channels for that 
particular epoch and marks them all as contaminated. The reason this is necessary is because eye blinks 
are going to be most prevalent in the electrode channels closest to the eyes. See Figure 13 for an 
example of how the eye blinks show up clearly in the channels closest to the eyes and slowly disappear 
as the channels move to the back of the head. Therefore, the artifact removal algorithm might not 
consider all channels of a particular epoch to be contaminated. This is bad because it will give a 
different number of noncontaminated epochs to process when creating features. Each feature requires 
the epochs from each channel. Therefore, if a channel is missing for a particular epoch, the feature will 
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Figure 14 The frequency response of the Butterworth filter used to find the gamma band region of epochs. 
be miscalculated. To avoid this, whenever a contamination is found in one channel of a particular 
epoch, all channels are thereby considered contaminated and not used in the feature extraction. 
3.6 Feature Extraction 
 Feature extraction is the last step of the processing task. This step is the most important to the 
classification algorithm because it is the function that is used to generate features that form the 
biometric profile for each subject. It is these profiles that are used to distinguish one subject from 
another. The algorithm used is based on a study conducted by Palaniappan
14
. In this study, he extracts 
one feature from each ERP. Each feature is the concatenation of an ERP's channels' gamma band 
spectral power. Specifically, each feature is a 15-dimensional vector (one dimension for each channel 
used), with values equal to the gamma band spectral power for each of the 15 channels. For each test, 
this experiment was able to capture, at most, 150 auditory ERPs and 150 feature vectors. 
 The following procedure was used to compute each feature. Note that this procedure was 
conducted on every non-contaminated epoch that was produced in the previous steps. First, an epoch 
was processed by a Butterworth band pass filter with order of 10 and cutoff frequencies at 30 and 50 
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Hz. This produced a filter with minimum stop band of 30 dB at 25 and 55 Hz. Refer to Figure 14 to see 
the frequency response function produced by this filter. This study used the scipy signal processing 
python libraries to form and apply this Butterworth filter, specifically the 'scipy.signal.butter' module. 
The source code can be found in the appendix. This filter gave us the portion of the epoch that was in 
the gamma band frequency range. Then, we computed the spectral power of the filtered epoch by 
applying Parseval's theorem 
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Each of the channels' powers for the ERP was computed in the same manner and combined into one 
feature vector for the ERP. The following equation 
   
  
 
  
  
 
describes the feature vector. Then, this feature vector is normalized to the total gamma band 
spectral power by dividing each channels' gamma band spectral power from the combined gamma band 
spectral power of all channels  
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Normalization has been tried in previous experiments and shown to increase the accuracy of the 
classifier
2
. This vector Z, often called the feature vector, is used in the Linear Discriminant Analysis 
(LDA) algorithm to uniquely identify subjects' response against other subjects. Details of this 
classification algorithm are outlined in Chapter 3. 
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4.0 Classification 
 Classification experiments were conducted offline after all processing was completed. The 
classifier used was linear discriminate analysis (LDA) written by the sklearn signal processing python 
library, specifically the 'sklearn.lda' module. Before introducing the method, it should be noted that 
while this study chose to use an LDA as its classifier, the primary focus of this study was not to show 
how the classifier affected the results of the experiment. Several other classifiers have been shown to 
be better suited for this sort of problem, especially in the field EEG biometrics
6
. However, since this 
study is attempting to demonstrate a proof of concept for the specific biometric properties of auditory 
ERPs, we wanted to use a simple approach to classifying these features. LDA has limitations, 
especially with data sets like EEG. The accuracy of the LDA is also dependent on the dimensionality of 
the feature space. This means that the more dimensions each feature has, the more accurate the 
prediction will be. In this study, we are limited to 15 dimensions because we chose to use 15 
electrodes. If we had chosen to use 61 electrodes, we would have 61 dimensions in our feature vector. 
Our study uses a small amount of features to show that BCI technology can move forward without 
encumbering its users. For a listing of other classification techniques, refer to the results and discussion 
chapter. 
4.1 Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) 
 While the focus of the study is not primary to demonstrate the abilities of the LDA, I will 
briefly explain its mechanics. The main motivation behind using this method is that we want to group a 
new feature vector of unknown origin into one of the classes described by our feature vectors from 
each of the subjects. In this case, the feature vectors we are comparing against are called the training 
set. By using the training set as a measure of prediction, the LDA will group a new feature vector into 
one of the classes described by the training set. 
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Figure 15 This example shows three classes' probability distributions (red, blue, and green), each with 
different means. However, each of the three classes shares the same variance. Each also has a Gaussian 
distribution around their means. Since each class varies in the same amount from the next, it can be said that 
the covariance matrix between these classes is the same. These classes demonstrate the assumptions that an 
LDA makes about all of its data. 
 For this particular classifier, there are several assumptions made about the data. The first is that 
each of the groups is separated by a linear decision surface. This means each of the groups' average 
varies from another group's average by the same amount. In other words, each group shares the same 
covariance matrix. Second, it assumes that the probability for each group is normally distributed for 
each class. An illustration shown in Figure 15 demonstrates an example of how a set of classes might 
behave if they followed these two specifications. Each class is normally distributed, with centers 
around the mean, and each of the means is separated from the other means by the same amount. While 
this figure shows data that fits the assumed criterion for the LDA, EEG data might not fit these 
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specifications perfectly. Often times, these specifications are not met by the data sources
18
. This will 
hurt the accuracy of the classifier. 
4.2 LDA Advantages 
 The LDA is a well-known practice for classification and has been shown to work well in a 
number of different experiments
14,16
. The LDA also has the advantage of being computationally 
inexpensive. This makes this classifier a good candidate for a proof of concept experiment. 
 The main reason that people chose to use a LDA as opposed to something a bit more 
complicated is because the LDA makes some assumptions about the data that it is trying to classify. 
The LDA is backed by the Bayesian Theorem, which states that any classification is best when its total 
error of classification is smallest. This is given by Bayes' rule 
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However, this class conditional probability is not always known or requires a large set of data to 
become accurate among the findings
1
. In the discussion chapter, I will discuss how future studies could 
use unknown information about an ERP to find the actual class conditional probability. In short, further 
research needs to be conducted in the field of neuroscience to get a better idea of the probability 
amongst groups for this particular problem. However, since this study does not have the data required 
to make an accurate class conditional probability density function, the LDA assumes that the data 
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comes from a multivariate normal distribution. This is where the computational simplicity comes into 
play. Multivariate generalization of a Gaussian probability density function is known to beamount of 
data required to make an accurate class conditional probability density function, the LDA assumes that 
the data comes from a multivariate normal distribution.  This is where the computational simplicity 
comes into play. Multivariate generalization of a Gaussian probability density function is known to be 
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This equation can be used in substitution for the class conditional probability. If we do this, Bayes rule 
becomes 
        
            
    
 
         
    
 
     
 
 
                    
    
 
    
 
     
 
Using this equation, we can make a general rule for deciding which class the feature vector belongs. 
                                           
     
 
 
                    
    
 
    
 
     
  
     
 
 
                    
    
 
    
 
     
 
The following function describes the classification method that can be used to pick the correct group 
without having a large set of data. It also can be reduced further since we know that the covariance 
matrix is equal across classes. After simplification, we are left with the following 
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4.3 LDA Disadvantages 
 As might be suspected, the LDA makes assumptions about the ERP data that might not hold 
true. These features might not be from a multivariate normally distributed data set and they might not 
share the same covariance matrices. This assumption, if incorrect, will lead to poor classification 
results. 
 Another disadvantage to using this type of classification is that it is considered a supervised 
learning technique. This term refers to the classification method in which the system is aware of the 
different types of classes before examining a new subject. The new subject will be placed into one of 
the classes that it knows about ahead of time. This is different from a system that might employ a non-
supervised learning technique. These techniques are good about making distinctions between the 
classes without having a training set prior to examining a new subject. For example, if a new subject 
were to be classified by any non-supervised learning method, the system would be able to tell if it 
belonged in an existing subject's class or if it introduced a new subject class to the system. In the case 
that this sort of biometric would be used as a security mechanism, non-supervised classification would 
be required in order for the system to distinguish between intruders and authenticated subjects. 
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5.0 Results 
 This section explores at how well the process of collecting auditory ERPs worked in addition to 
the performance and success of the classifier on the collected data.  The collection process will be 
examined from the standpoint that the data collected actually reflected typical auditory ERP waveforms 
and that by following the steps of the procedure consistently yielded good data that could be utilized by 
the classifier. The classifier algorithm will be examined in a similar manner. First, the accuracy of 
classifying a subject based on the given auditory ERP waveform will be tested for accuracy. Then, it 
will be examined in terms of performance and ability to be integrated into real life applications. 
5.1 Experimental Design Results 
 The process of collecting auditory ERPs took several iterations before an experiment was 
devised that yielded consistent results. The final collection procedure is described in Chapter 2. The 
rate of success measured for each version of the experiment was done by means of inspecting the data 
that was collected from each iteration. After each data collection, the data was processed and averaged 
as described in the Chapter 3. These processed data sets were manually inspected to insure that the data 
exhibited typical auditory ERP waveform features before being included in the final data set. 
Verification of each version of the collection procedure was essential to guarantee that our classifier 
was indeed classifying against auditory ERPs and not waveforms produced from artifacts. 
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Figure 16 Expected auditory ERP response from preliminary collection procedure. This type of response was 
a minority in the set of data collected using this process since the process had several flaws in its design. 
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 During the first prototype of this collection experiment, an oddball experiment similar to the 
final collection process was attempted. A subject was asked to listen to a random sequence of noises 
that was comprised of two tones. Each tone was a single frequency generated by Matlab software and 
that had been used in prior ERP collection experiments. One tone was 500 Hz and the other tone was 
1000 Hz. The 500 Hz tone was picked to play 80% of the time and the 1000 Hz tone was picked to play 
20% of the time. Therefore, in this version of the collection experiment, the 500 Hz tone was the 
nontarget stimulus and the 1000 Hz tone was the target stimulus. The subject was brought to a quiet 
room in the library and all the lights were turned off. Additionally, the blinds were closed and the 
subject was instructed to close their eyes and relax. After they were prepped, the subject was given a 
pair of noise canceling headphones to listen to the test and instructed to pay attention to the offbeat 
sound (the target stimulus). After one trial, the target stimulus and the nontarget stimulus were 
interchanged. In Figure 16, you can see an example of processed data collected from one of the 
subjects during this preliminary testing environment.  The subject's data shows all the characteristics of 
a clean looking ERP waveform. However, this subject was among the minority of subjects that 
exhibited such typical ERP waveforms. Figure 17 shows processed data sets from several subjects. 
Particularly, it shows the average waveforms along the 'Cz' electrode location. While it is clear that 
subject 2 in Figure 17 exhibits the typical ERP signatures, all other subjects' data was damaged. These 
damaged data sets lead to the following conclusions about the collection procedure. 
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Figure 17 Comparison of average auditory ERP responses in the Cz electrode. Notice how subjects 0 and 1 
show signs of artifacts while subject 3 exhibits expected ERP behavior. 
The first problem for this procedure stemmed from the two tones used as the target and 
nontarget stimulus. The tones presented problems both in the anatomy of the tone and the way in which 
they were played. Each of the tones was made to start and stop abruptly. This was mainly due to the 
sampling frequency chosen to sample the raw cosine wave before converting the file into a '.wav' file. 
This abrupt starting and stopping creates a distinct popping sound when played in rapid succession. 
After discussing the test with a few of the subjects, several of them commented that the popping sound 
was not noticeable at first, but over the course of the collection period became more apparent. It is clear 
that this popping sound served as a distraction for several of the subjects and deterred them from 
focusing on the target stimulus. 
 The tones also presented another problem because of how close together they were played 
during the collection period. During this version of the experiment, the interstimulus interval was 
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between 100 milliseconds and 200 milliseconds, meaning that a tone was played every 100-200 
milliseconds. Auditory ERPs have residual effects that can last for up to 1200 milliseconds after the 
stimulus presentation. This rapid succession of auditory stimulus means that ERPs would clash with 
one another before they had a chance to return to their baseline. In effect, the EEG that is acquired 
during this period does not look like individual ERPs. Instead, it looks like the combination of several 
ERPs. This effect creates artifacts in the data that when averaged together render the data unusable. 
 Additionally, the tones presented a temporal confound in the datasets. EEG is a very fragile 
measurement and in order to isolate certain components between different control variables, all other 
environment factors must be identical between trials. For example, studies have shown that external 
stimuli that are more prevalent in an ERP study will have different characteristics than an ERP that is 
produced from a two different stimuli that are given equal prevalence. To put this into perspective, this 
version of the ERP study had the nontarget stimulus presented 80% of the time, while the target 
stimulus presented 20% of the time. Since the target stimulus and the nontarget stimulus are played at 
different frequencies, the subject will produce a heightened sense for the nontarget stimulus than is 
typical. To avoid this confound, the two tones were replaced with five tones. This was done so that the 
same random sequence can be played for all trials of the experiment and each tone is given equal 
prevalence between trials. The only thing that changes between trials is the instruction to change the 
target stimulus. 
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Figure 18 Average auditory ERP response from volunteer subject. The subject showed signs of alpha waves 
in the 'O' and 'P' electrode locations indicating a relaxed state.  
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Parameters Version 1 Version 2 
Stimulus Duration 62.5 milliseconds ≈250 milliseconds 
Interstimulus Interval 100 - 125 milliseconds 1400 - 1600 milliseconds 
Sequence Order Random Random 
Sequences per Trial 15 2 
Stimulus Presentation per Seqeunce 2 15 
Table 3 Table of major parameters used when conducting the ERP experiment. 
Another reason this initial experiment failed was because the testing environment was 
conducted with very strict rules. In an attempt to remove all distractions from the subject, subjects were 
placed into an unnatural environment that caused more distractions than it prevented. This translated 
into a lack of concentration from the subjects and resulted in some subjects forgetting their instructions 
or becoming tired. An example of an environment factor that was too strict was the instruction to not  
consume stimulating beverages at least 12 hours before the experiment. This contributed to large 
number of subjects exhibiting signs of tiredness during the exam. Figure 18 illustrates this point. Alpha 
waves in a few of the subject's channels are so prevalent that the auditory ERPs are washed out. These 
alpha waves are indicative of a subject that is too relaxed. Other environmental factors that the 
experiment tried to control were lighting, temperature, sound, and the time of day the experiment was 
collected. All data sets were collected in a dark, quiet room of the library around the hours of 2:00 and 
3:00 P.M. In addition, subjects were asked to close their eyes. All of these factors contributed to 
lethargic subjects that were not capable of concentrating during the collection process and lead to poor 
auditory ERP data sets. 
 These initial experiments lead to a complete redesign of the ERP study. After some changes to 
the design, which are listed in Chapter 2, subject collection yielded more consistent and typical ERP 
results. Even though the new version of the data collection process was longer, approximately 82 % of 
the data was usable. This is a great improvement to the 33% of usable data collected from the previous 
version. Table 3 shows some of the parameter changes between the two collection procedures. 
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Subject Number of Training Features Number of Testing Features 
Subject 1 97 49 
Subject 5 99 50 
Subject 6 100 50 
Subject 7 91 45 
Subject 8 97 48 
Subject 9 96 48 
Subject 10 98 49 
Subject 12 100 50 
Table 4 The number of total features collected from each individual subject. These numbers reveal how many 
artifacts were found during the collection process.  
5.2 Classifier Results 
The LDA was chosen for this study primarily because of its simplicity. Simplicity was a key 
component because after doing research, it became clear that an entire study could be conducted on the 
various accuracies of different classifiers using the same data set. The goal of this system was not to 
show how one classifier would improve the accuracy of auditory ERP classification over another, but 
to show that auditory ERP classification was possible. Thus, the final decision to use a LDA was based 
on the fact that the study would be using a small group and that it required minor complexity. 
To measure how well the LDA performed in this study, each of the subjects' processed feature 
vectors were categorized in one of two sets. The first category is the training feature set, which was 
used by the classifier to learn the subject. The training set comprised of 2/3 of the total features 
produced for that subject during the ERP collection experiment. While this number was at most 100 
features, most subjects had a few less because of damaging artifacts found in the data during the 
processing stage. These damaged features were not included in the training feature set. The second 
category is the testing feature set, which was used to test the accuracy of the classifier. The testing 
feature set comprised of the remaining 1/3 of the total features that were left out from the training 
feature set. This testing feature set contained at most 50 features, but often less due to artifacts. Table 4 
shows the exact number features in the testing and training sets for each of the subjects. 
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Subject Classification Accuracy 
Subject 1 89.80% 
Subject 5 92.00% 
Subject 6 85.42% 
Subject 7 100.00% 
Subject 8 97.92% 
Subject 9 85.42% 
Subject 10 89.80% 
Subject 12 89.80% 
Average 91.17%` 
Table 5 The accuracy results from the classifier.  
After each of these feature sets was created, the LDA was fed the different training sets from 
each of the subjects. This process is the learning phase of the classification algorithm. After the LDA 
has learned each of the subjects, each of the testing features was given to the LDA to make a prediction 
based on what it learned. These predictions are what this study used as a measure of the classifier's 
accuracy. If the classifier was able to pick the correct subject based on the feature, then the classifier 
was correct. These accuracies are displayed in Table 4. Of the eight volunteer subjects, the worst 
accuracy the LDA reaches is 85.42%, meaning that 85.42% of the testing features were guessed to be 
the correct subject. However, the LDA is able to classify some of the subjects with much higher 
accuracy. For example, the classification of subject 7 is measured to be 100%. In total, the classifier for 
this proof of concept exhibited an average classification success rate of 91.17%.  
As an additional resource to visualize the power densities for different subjects, refer to Figure 
19 through Figure 34. These figures display the heat maps for each subject's training and testing feature 
sets for all 15 electrodes. The 'Z' values (given as a color spectrum from black to yellow) are mapped to 
the gamma-band spectral power density, which is normalized to the total gamma-band spectral power 
density for the entire epoch. Darker colors indicate a lower power density and lighter colors indicate a 
higher power density. From the figures, a clear pattern is shown for how each individual subject 
responds to the given target stimulus. Individual subjects exhibit similar power density characteristics 
in the same electrode locations. However, different subjects have different patterns, showing how the 
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LDA is able to identify the subject so well within this small group. Additional research would need to 
be conducted in order to decide the limit of the number subjects before a degradation of the 
classification accuracy would happen. 
The heat maps also show the variability of the subject's power from feature vector to feature 
vector. For example, in Figure 33 and Figure 34 subject number 12 shows elevated power in the 'F8' 
electrode for about half of the trials. The other half of the trials show elevated power in the 'FP2' 
electrode.  This intra-subject variability might indicate that these power spectrum densities are fragile 
and further research would need to be conducted in order to decide if ERP-based biometrics are stable. 
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Figure 19 Subject 1's training feature vectors. 
 
Figure 20 Subject 1's testing feature vectors. 
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Figure 21 Subject 5's training feature vectors. 
 
Figure 22 Subject 5's testing feature vectors. 
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Figure 23 Subject 6's training feature vectors. 
 
Figure 24 Subject 6's testing feature vectors. 
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Figure 25 Subject 7's training feature vectors. 
 
Figure 26 Subject 7's testing feature vectors. 
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Figure 27 Subject 8's training feature vectors. 
 
Figure 28 Subject 8's testing feature vectors. 
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Figure 29 Subject 9's training feature vectors. 
 
Figure 30 Subject 9's testing feature vectors. 
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Figure 31 Subject 10's training feature vectors. 
 
Figure 32 Subject 10's testing feature vectors. 
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Figure 33 Subject 12's training feature vectors. 
 
Figure 34 Subject 12's testing feature vectors. 
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Property Value 
Age 22 - 30 years old 
Gender 25 % female, 75% male 
Table 6 The meta-data about the subjects used in this ERP experiment. 
6.0 Conclusions 
The final collection process was relatively successfully since it was able to produce consistent 
and useable data for the classifier. Overall, 12 volunteers were tested using the ERP collection process 
and of those 12, eight subjects produced data that was usable in the final classification study. In Table 
6, the meta data about the subjects can be viewed. 
6.1  Improving ERP Collection  
Despite this success, the process presents several challenges that need to be solved before future 
ERP research is completed. Often, big data problems that utilize classification or machine learning take 
advantage of open source communities that are vibrant with software and data that has already been 
collected, cleaned, and tested. This allows third-party developers and researchers to focus their 
attention on conducting experiments on the data as opposed to collecting data. This kind of community 
is nonexistent in the medical technology field. Medical data, especially auditory ERPs, comes with 
many ethical and legal restrictions that make sharing very difficult. In the case of EEG, there are a few 
open databases that have been mentioned in the introduction, however, these databases are incomplete, 
unregulated, or obsolete. This lack of accountability and community makes the collection of public 
medical records difficult. In order to expand the knowledge of EEG-based biometrics, more open 
source tools for collecting, processing, and analyzing medical data need to become prevalent. 
Otherwise, researchers are left to develop their own tools, often times repeating the work of previous 
researchers. In order to help with this open source development, the source code for all the collection, 
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cleaning, and processing has been published with this Master's thesis. It is the hope that someone will 
take this software and expand on it. While eight volunteer subjects were used in this study, a public 
database of auditory ERPs needs to be completed. Once a larger public database of ERPs is collected, 
engineers and researchers can begin to understand the true features of ERPs and how they can be used 
in biometric identification. 
Another consideration to be made about collecting public auditory ERP data is that the current 
method of doing so is very monotonous. Preparation alone takes approximately 30 minutes. The test 
takes another 60 minutes. This collection procedure collects at most 150 feature vectors and features 
are not always usable due to external factors or artifacts. Additionally, the experiment requires the 
subject to sit in a chair with an electrode cap on their head for the entirety of the experiment, while they 
listen to a man saying the words "one", "two", "three", "four", and "five". The experiment needs to be 
altered so that the subject is better engaged in an activity to prevent them from losing focus. This loss 
of focus is the reason that many of the subjects' feature vectors were unusable. 
Lastly, some thought should be given to the choice of auditory stimulus when conducting future 
auditory ERP experiments. Since EEG is so fragile, the nuisances of each noise will produce a different 
effect on the ERP that is created. For example, the sound of the man saying the word "one" is a softer 
sound with a rounder annunciation. The sound of the man saying the word "two" is a much louder 
sound with a more abrupt annunciation. These subtle differences will create undesirable variances in 
the results of the classifier since the only variances that the classifier is concerned with are the 
variances of the subjects' spectral power density. Ideally, the auditory stimulus should be short and 
simple and have very similar auditory characteristics. This is a difficult task, though. When 
experimenting with different ERP collection techniques, one version of the collection process used five 
different harmonic tones that were produced in Matlab. Each tone was stored in a '.wav' file and lasted 
for 100 milliseconds. They were played in a similar random sequence to the final sequence of the 
collection process outlined in Chapter 2. However, when using the harmonic tones as opposed to the 
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sounds of the man, the tones produced worse results. Since each tone was so simple, subjects would 
forget which of the tones was the target tone and which was the nontarget tone. This required the test to 
last much longer because several of the testing sets had to be completed twice so that the subject could 
properly listen for the target stimulus. The test was also much more monotonous. Each tone was very 
bland and brought very little stimulation to the subject, which made the subject drowsy and bored. 
After seeing these results, these harmonic tones were switched with the longer and more recognizable 
sounds of the man speaking. While these sounds might add a little bit of variance to the data sets, the 
disadvantages of the variance is not outweighed by the disadvantages of unusable data.  
6.2 Classification Accuracy and Improvement 
The classifier performed fairly well even though it was hypothesized that the results from the 
LDA would be poorer given that the LDA makes assumptions about the distribution of the feature 
vectors. The LDA assumes that the data has a Gaussian distribution and the variances between each set 
are equal. Considering that the features of EEG that make it a suitable biometric are unknown, it is hard 
to say if these assumptions about the data hold true. It is likely that they are not. If they are not true, the 
classifier will perform worse. Yet, the classifier was still able to accurately identify the subject correct 
91.17% of the time. In future neurological biometric studies, classifiers that do not make assumptions 
about the data might perform better. More data should be collected and classified to validate this 
accuracy. 
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Figure 21 Average auditory ERP response from the 'Cz' electrode location across the eight volunteer 
subjects. Notice how each subject shows signs of a typical auditory ERP response, yet each subject also has 
noticeable differences in their averaged response. 
Given the classifier performed well despite these initial doubts, this indicates that there are 
unique features of EEG that can be used as a suitable biometric profile. From visual inspection in 
Figure 21, differences in the subjects ERP responses are quite noticeable even though they all exhibit 
similar characteristics that can be described as expected auditory ERP responses. Though these 
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differences are clear from a simple visual inspection, additional neurological research should explore 
the possible neurological processes of the auditory response that are unique to individuals. These 
unique characteristics play an important role in the distinction between users within a group. They 
might stem from differences in genetics or in differences in upbringing. Either way, understanding 
what makes an auditory response unique to an individual is important to improving the accuracy of a 
biometric classifier because it gives insight into the anatomy of the subject's features. This study also 
needs to be extended to test a larger group of people and over a larger period to analyze how the 
auditory ERPs change over time or in different circumstances.  
6.2 Future Development 
Several recommendations have already been made about the future direction of neurologically 
based biometrics. To add to this list, innovative techniques for collecting EEG need to be developed 
before BCI technology reaches consumer computing. Currently, the most practical and cost effective 
electrodes require 30 minutes of preparation before EEG can be collected. They also require the use of 
electrode gel, which must be applied to the scalp of the subject. This discomfort is a deterrent for future 
engineers and researchers hoping to contribute an open source medical community. It is also a deterrent 
for the subjects hoping to help. If ERP research is to make it to the world of modern biometrics like the 
fingerprint or the retinal scanner, electrodes must be made easier and less invasive to collect data.  A 
possible solution is looking at electrodes that are only on parts of the head that do not have hair. This 
would be as easy as the front two electrodes (FP1 and FP2). However, in order for this process to work, 
more features would need to be extracted from each of these electrodes. 
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7.0 Appendix A - Parameter Files 
7.0.1 BCI2000 Parameter File for ERP Stimulus 
Presentation Task 
Visualize:Property%20Sets matrix VisPropertySets= 0 1 // row titles are properties in the form 
"SRCD.Left", columns are property sets 
System:Configuration matrix OperatorVersion= { Framework Revision Build } 1 3.0.4 
3798,%202012/02/01%2019:07:06 2012/02/01%2019:14:41 // operator module version information 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter int SourceCh= 15 16 1 % // number of digitized and stored 
channels 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter int SampleBlockSize= 8 32 1 % // number of samples 
transmitted at a time 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter int SamplingRate= 256 256Hz 1 % // sample rate 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter list ChannelNames= 15 F7 FP1 FP2 F8 F3 FZ F4 O1 C3 CZ 
C4 O2 P3 PZ P4 // list of channel names 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter floatlist SourceChOffset= 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
% % // Offset for channels in A/D units 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter floatlist SourceChGain= 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.003 % % // gain for each channel (A/D units -> muV) 
Storage:Data%20Location:DataIOFilter string DataDirectory= C:\Users\g.tec\Desktop\matt ..\data % % 
// path to top level data directory (directory) 
Storage:Session:DataIOFilter string SubjectName= eyesonev2 Name % % // subject alias 
Storage:Session:DataIOFilter string SubjectSession= 001 001 % % // three-digit session number 
Storage:Session:DataIOFilter string SubjectRun= 01 00 % % // two-digit run number 
Storage:Documentation:DataIOFilter string ID_System= % // BCI2000 System Code 
Storage:Documentation:DataIOFilter string ID_Amp= % // BCI2000 Amp Code 
Storage:Documentation:DataIOFilter string ID_Montage= % // BCI2000 Cap Montage Code 
Visualize:Timing:DataIOFilter int VisualizeTiming= 1 1 0 1 // visualize system timing (0=no, 1=yes) 
(boolean) 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int VisualizeSource= 1 1 0 1 // visualize raw brain signal 
(0=no, 1=yes) (boolean) 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int VisualizeSourceDecimation= auto auto % % // 
decimation factor for raw brain signal 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int VisualizeSourceBufferSize= auto auto % % // number of 
blocks to aggregate before sending to operator 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int VisualizeSourceTime= 2s 2s 0 % // how much time in 
Source visualization 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int SourceMin= -100muV -100muV % % // raw signal vis 
Min Value 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int SourceMax= 100muV 100muV % % // raw signal vis 
Max Value 
Source:gUSBampADC intlist SourceChList= 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 1 128 // list of 
channels to digitize 
Source:gUSBampADC intlist SourceChDevices= 1 15 16 1 17 // number of digitized channels per 
device 
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Source:gUSBampADC int NumBuffers= 5 1 2 32 // number of software buffers to use 
Source:gUSBampADC string DeviceIDMaster= auto // deviceID for the device whose SYNC goes to 
the slaves 
Source:gUSBampADC int FilterEnabled= 1 1 0 1 // Enable pass band filter (0=no, 1=yes) 
Source:gUSBampADC float FilterHighPass= 0.1 0.1 0 50 // high pass filter for pass band 
Source:gUSBampADC float FilterLowPass= 60 60 0 4000 // low pass filter for pass band 
Source:gUSBampADC int FilterModelOrder= 8 8 1 12 // filter model order for pass band 
Source:gUSBampADC int FilterType= 1 1 1 2 // filter type for pass band (1=BUTTERWORTH, 
2=CHEBYSHEV) 
Source:gUSBampADC int NotchEnabled= 1 1 0 1 // Enable notch (0=no, 1=yes) 
Source:gUSBampADC float NotchHighPass= 58 58 0 70 // high pass filter for notch filter 
Source:gUSBampADC float NotchLowPass= 62 62 0 4000 // low pass filter for notch filter 
Source:gUSBampADC int NotchModelOrder= 4 4 1 10 // filter model order for notch filter 
Source:gUSBampADC int NotchType= 1 1 1 2 // filter type for pass band (1=CHEBYSHEV, 
2=BUTTERWORTH) 
Source:gUSBampADC list DeviceIDs= 1 auto // list of USBamps to be used (or auto) 
Source:gUSBampADC int DigitalInput= 0 0 0 1 // enable digital input:  0: false, 1: true (enumeration) 
Source:gUSBampADC int DigitalOutput= 0 0 0 1 // enable digital output on block acquisition 
(boolean) 
Source:gUSBampADC string DigitalOutputEx= % // expression for output on digital output 2 
(expression) 
Source:gUSBampADC int SignalType= 1 0 0 1 // numeric type of output signal:  0: int16, 1: float32 
(enumeration) 
Source:gUSBampADC int AcquisitionMode= 0 0 0 2 // data acquisition mode:  0: analog signal 
acquisition, 1: calibration, 2: impedance (enumeration) 
Source:gUSBampADC int CommonGround= 1 0 0 1 // internally connect GNDs from all blocks:  0: 
false, 1: true (enumeration) 
Source:gUSBampADC int CommonReference= 1 0 0 1 // internally connect Refs from all blocks:  0: 
false, 1: true (enumeration) 
Storage:Documentation:BCI2000FileWriter string StorageTime= % // time of beginning of data storage 
Source:Alignment:AlignmentFilter int AlignChannels= 1 0 0 1 // align channels in time (0=no, 1=yes) 
Source:Alignment:AlignmentFilter floatlist SourceChTimeOffset= 0 0 % % // time offsets for all 
source channels (may be empty) 
Source:Online%20Processing:TransmissionFilter list TransmitChList= 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 // list of transmitted channels 
System:Core%20Connections string SignalSourcePort= 49309 4200 1024 65535 // the SignalSource 
module's listening port 
System:Core%20Connections string SignalSourceIP= 10.52.241.154 127.0.0.1 % % // the 
SignalSource module's listening IP 
System:Configuration matrix SignalSourceVersion= { Framework Revision Build } 1 3.0.4 
3798,%202012/02/01%2019:07:06 2012/02/01%2019:14:41 // SignalSource version information 
System:Configuration matrix SignalSourceFilterChain= 8 { Filter%20Name Position%20String } 
DataIOFilter 0 gUSBampADC 1 NullFileWriter 1 BCI2000FileWriter 1 EDFFileWriter 1 
GDFFileWriter 1 AlignmentFilter 1.1 TransmissionFilter 1.2 // SignalSource filter chain 
Visualize:Processing%20Stages int VisualizeAlignmentFilter= 0 0 0 1 // Visualize AlignmentFilter 
output (boolean) 
Visualize:Processing%20Stages int VisualizeTransmissionFilter= 0 0 0 1 // Visualize 
TransmissionFilter output (boolean) 
Filtering:ExpressionFilter string StartRunExpression= % // expression executed on StartRun 
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Filtering:ExpressionFilter string StopRunExpression= % // expression executed on StopRun 
Filtering:ExpressionFilter matrix Expressions= 0 1 // expressions used to compute the output of the 
ExpressionFilter (rows are channels; empty matrix for none) 
System:Core%20Connections string SignalProcessingPort= 49311 4200 1024 65535 // the 
SignalProcessing module's listening port 
System:Core%20Connections string SignalProcessingIP= 10.52.241.154 127.0.0.1 % % // the 
SignalProcessing module's listening IP 
System:Configuration matrix SignalProcessingVersion= { Framework Revision Build } 1 3.0.4 
3798,%202012/02/01%2019:07:06 2012/02/01%2019:14:41 // SignalProcessing version information 
System:Configuration matrix SignalProcessingFilterChain= 1 { Filter%20Name Position%20String } 
ExpressionFilter 2.D2 // SignalProcessing filter chain 
Visualize:Processing%20Stages int VisualizeExpressionFilter= 0 0 0 1 // Visualize ExpressionFilter 
output (boolean) 
Connector:ConnectorInput list ConnectorInputFilter= 0 // list of state names or signal elements to 
allow, "*" for any, signal elements as in "Signal(1,0)" 
Connector:ConnectorInput string ConnectorInputAddress= % localhost:20320 % % // IP address/port 
to read from, e.g. localhost:20320 
Application:Application%20Window:ApplicationWindow int WindowWidth= 0 640 0 % // width of 
Application window 
Application:Application%20Window:ApplicationWindow int WindowHeight= 0 480 0 % // height of 
Application window 
Application:Application%20Window:ApplicationWindow int WindowLeft= 0 0 % % // screen 
coordinate of Application window's left edge 
Application:Application%20Window:ApplicationWindow int WindowTop= 0 0 % % // screen 
coordinate of Application window's top edge 
Application:Application%20Window:ApplicationWindow string WindowBackgroundColor= 
0xFFFFFF 0x505050 % % // Application window background color (color) 
Visualize:Application%20Window:ApplicationWindow int VisualizeApplicationWindow= 0 0 0 1 // 
Display miniature copy of Application window (boolean) 
Visualize:Application%20Window:ApplicationWindow int AppWindowSpatialDecimation= 8 8 1 % // 
Application window decimation (shrinking) factor 
Visualize:Application%20Window:ApplicationWindow int AppWindowTemporalDecimation= 4 16 1 
% // Application window time decimation factor 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusTask float PreRunDuration= 1s 1 % % // pause preceding first 
sequence 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusTask float PostRunDuration= 1s 0 0 % // pause following last 
sequence 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusTask float PreSequenceDuration= 1s 2s 0 % // pause preceding 
sequences/sets of intensifications 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusTask float PostSequenceDuration= 10s 2s 0 % // pause following 
sequences/sets of intensifications 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusTask float StimulusDuration= 62.50ms 40ms 0 % // stimulus duration 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusTask float ISIMinDuration= 1400ms 80ms 0 % // minimum duration 
of inter-stimulus interval 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusTask float ISIMaxDuration= 1600ms 80ms 0 % // maximum duration 
of inter-stimulus interval 
Application:Result%20Processing:StimulusTask int InterpretMode= 0 0 0 2 // interpretation of results: 
0 none, 1 online free mode, 2 copy mode (enumeration) 
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Application:Result%20Processing:StimulusTask int DisplayResults= 0 1 0 1 // display results of 
copy/free spelling (boolean) 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusPresentationTask intlist Sequence= 5 15 15 15 15 15 // Sequence in 
which stimuli are presented (deterministic mode)/ Stimulus frequencies for each stimulus (random 
mode)/ Ignored (P3Speller compatible mode) 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusPresentationTask int SequenceType= 1 0 0 2 // Sequence of stimuli is 
0 deterministic, 1 random, 2 P3Speller compatible (enumeration) 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusPresentationTask int NumberOfSequences= 2 1 0 % // number of 
sequence repetitions 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusPresentationTask intlist ToBeCopied= 0 1 1 % // Sequence in which 
stimuli need to be copied (only used in copy mode) 
Application:Sequencing:StimulusPresentationTask string UserComment= 
Auditory%20ERP%20test%20used%20for%20subject%20classification // User comments for a 
specific run 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask matrix Stimuli= { caption icon audio AudioVolume } { 
stimulus1 stimulus2 stimulus3 stimulus4 stimulus5 } 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C:\Program%20Files\BCI2000\prog\sounds\1.wav C:\Program%20Files\BCI2000\prog\sounds\2.wav 
C:\Program%20Files\BCI2000\prog\sounds\3.wav C:\Program%20Files\BCI2000\prog\sounds\4.wav 
C:\Program%20Files\BCI2000\prog\sounds\5.wav 75 75 75 75 75 // captions and icons to be displayed, 
sounds to be played for different stimuli 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask matrix FocusOn= { caption icon audio } { High } Hello 
% sounds\tone2000Hz.wav // initial announcement what to focus on 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask matrix Result= { caption icon audio } { result } 
The%20result%20was images\result.bmp % // final result announcement  
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask int StimulusWidth= 80 0 0 100 // StimulusWidth in 
percent of screen width (zero for original pixel size) 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask int CaptionHeight= 10 0 0 100 // Height of stimulus 
caption text in percent of screen height 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask string CaptionColor= 0xFFFFFF 0x00FFFFFF 
0x00000000 0x00000000 // Color of stimulus caption text (color) 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask string BackgroundColor= 0x000000 0x00FFFF00 
0x00000000 0x00000000 // Color of stimulus background (color) 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask int CaptionSwitch= 0 1 0 1 // Present captions (boolean) 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask int IconSwitch= 0 1 0 1 // Present icon files (boolean) 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask int AudioSwitch= 1 1 0 1 // Present audio files 
(boolean) 
Application:Stimuli:StimulusPresentationTask float AudioVolume= 100 100 0 100 // Volume for audio 
playback in percent 
Application:Human%20Interface%20Devices:KeystrokeFilter string KeystrokeStateName= % // State 
to be translated into keystrokes, empty for off 
Connector:ConnectorOutput string ConnectorOutputAddress= % localhost:20320 % % // IP 
address/port to write to, e.g. localhost:20320 
Application:Localization:Localization string Language= Default Default % % // Language for user 
messages 
Application:Localization:Localization matrix LocalizedStrings= { German } { TIME%20OUT%20!!! 
Waiting%20to%20start%20... } Zeit%20abgelaufen! Warte%20... // Localized user messages 
System:Core%20Connections string ApplicationPort= 49313 4200 1024 65535 // the Application 
module's listening port 
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System:Core%20Connections string ApplicationIP= 10.52.241.154 127.0.0.1 % % // the Application 
module's listening IP 
System:Configuration matrix ApplicationVersion= { Framework Revision Build } 1 3.0.4 
3798,%202012/02/01%2019:07:06 2012/02/01%2019:14:41 // Application version information 
System:Configuration matrix ApplicationFilterChain= 4 { Filter%20Name Position%20String } 
ConnectorInput 2.9999 StimulusPresentationTask 3 KeystrokeFilter 3.1 ConnectorOutput 3.9999 // 
Application filter chain 
System:State%20Vector int StateVectorLength= 9 16 1 30 // length of the state vector in bytes 
 
7.0.2 BCI2000 Parameter File for Impedance Collection 
Task 
Visualize:Property%20Sets matrix VisPropertySets= 0 1 // row titles are properties in the form 
"SRCD.Left", columns are property sets 
System:Configuration matrix OperatorVersion= { Framework Revision Build } 1 3.0.4 
3798,%202012/02/01%2019:07:06 2012/02/01%2019:14:41 // operator module version information 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter int SourceCh= 15 16 1 % // number of digitized and stored 
channels 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter int SampleBlockSize= 8 32 1 % // number of samples 
transmitted at a time 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter int SamplingRate= 256 256Hz 1 % // sample rate 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter list ChannelNames= 15 F7 FP1 FP2 F8 F3 FZ F4 O1 C3 CZ 
C4 O2 P3 PZ P4 // list of channel names 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter floatlist SourceChOffset= 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
% % // Offset for channels in A/D units 
Source:Signal%20Properties:DataIOFilter floatlist SourceChGain= 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.003 % % // gain for each channel (A/D units -> muV) 
Storage:Data%20Location:DataIOFilter string DataDirectory= ..\data ..\data % % // path to top level 
data directory (directory) 
Storage:Session:DataIOFilter string SubjectName= Name Name % % // subject alias 
Storage:Session:DataIOFilter string SubjectSession= 001 001 % % // three-digit session number 
Storage:Session:DataIOFilter string SubjectRun= 00 00 % % // two-digit run number 
Storage:Documentation:DataIOFilter string ID_System= % // BCI2000 System Code 
Storage:Documentation:DataIOFilter string ID_Amp= % // BCI2000 Amp Code 
Storage:Documentation:DataIOFilter string ID_Montage= % // BCI2000 Cap Montage Code 
Visualize:Timing:DataIOFilter int VisualizeTiming= 1 1 0 1 // visualize system timing (0=no, 1=yes) 
(boolean) 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int VisualizeSource= 1 1 0 1 // visualize raw brain signal 
(0=no, 1=yes) (boolean) 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int VisualizeSourceDecimation= auto auto % % // 
decimation factor for raw brain signal 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int VisualizeSourceBufferSize= auto auto % % // number of 
blocks to aggregate before sending to operator 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int VisualizeSourceTime= 2s 2s 0 % // how much time in 
Source visualization 
Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int SourceMin= -100muV -100muV % % // raw signal vis 
Min Value 
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Visualize:Source%20Signal:DataIOFilter int SourceMax= 100muV 100muV % % // raw signal vis 
Max Value 
Source:gUSBampADC intlist SourceChList= 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 1 128 // list of 
channels to digitize 
Source:gUSBampADC intlist SourceChDevices= 1 15 16 1 17 // number of digitized channels per 
device 
Source:gUSBampADC int NumBuffers= 2 1 2 32 // number of software buffers to use 
Source:gUSBampADC string DeviceIDMaster= auto // deviceID for the device whose SYNC goes to 
the slaves 
Source:gUSBampADC int FilterEnabled= 1 1 0 1 // Enable pass band filter (0=no, 1=yes) 
Source:gUSBampADC float FilterHighPass= 0.1 0.1 0 50 // high pass filter for pass band 
Source:gUSBampADC float FilterLowPass= 60 60 0 4000 // low pass filter for pass band 
Source:gUSBampADC int FilterModelOrder= 8 8 1 12 // filter model order for pass band 
Source:gUSBampADC int FilterType= 1 1 1 2 // filter type for pass band (1=BUTTERWORTH, 
2=CHEBYSHEV) 
Source:gUSBampADC int NotchEnabled= 1 1 0 1 // Enable notch (0=no, 1=yes) 
Source:gUSBampADC float NotchHighPass= 58 58 0 70 // high pass filter for notch filter 
Source:gUSBampADC float NotchLowPass= 62 62 0 4000 // low pass filter for notch filter 
Source:gUSBampADC int NotchModelOrder= 4 4 1 10 // filter model order for notch filter 
Source:gUSBampADC int NotchType= 1 1 1 2 // filter type for pass band (1=CHEBYSHEV, 
2=BUTTERWORTH) 
Source:gUSBampADC list DeviceIDs= 1 auto // list of USBamps to be used (or auto) 
Source:gUSBampADC int DigitalInput= 0 0 0 1 // enable digital input:  0: false, 1: true (enumeration) 
Source:gUSBampADC int DigitalOutput= 0 0 0 1 // enable digital output on block acquisition 
(boolean) 
Source:gUSBampADC string DigitalOutputEx= % // expression for output on digital output 2 
(expression) 
Source:gUSBampADC int SignalType= 1 0 0 1 // numeric type of output signal:  0: int16, 1: float32 
(enumeration) 
Source:gUSBampADC int AcquisitionMode= 2 0 0 2 // data acquisition mode:  0: analog signal 
acquisition, 1: calibration, 2: impedance (enumeration) 
Source:gUSBampADC int CommonGround= 1 0 0 1 // internally connect GNDs from all blocks:  0: 
false, 1: true (enumeration) 
Source:gUSBampADC int CommonReference= 1 0 0 1 // internally connect Refs from all blocks:  0: 
false, 1: true (enumeration) 
Storage:Documentation:BCI2000FileWriter string StorageTime= % // time of beginning of data storage 
Source:Alignment:AlignmentFilter int AlignChannels= 1 0 0 1 // align channels in time (0=no, 1=yes) 
Source:Alignment:AlignmentFilter floatlist SourceChTimeOffset= 0 0 % % // time offsets for all 
source channels (may be empty) 
Source:Online%20Processing:TransmissionFilter list TransmitChList= 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 // list of transmitted channels 
System:Core%20Connections string SignalSourcePort= 50528 4200 1024 65535 // the SignalSource 
module's listening port 
System:Core%20Connections string SignalSourceIP= 10.52.250.60 127.0.0.1 % % // the SignalSource 
module's listening IP 
System:Configuration matrix SignalSourceVersion= { Framework Revision Build } 1 3.0.4 
3798,%202012/02/01%2019:07:06 2012/02/01%2019:14:41 // SignalSource version information 
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System:Configuration matrix SignalSourceFilterChain= 8 { Filter%20Name Position%20String } 
DataIOFilter 0 gUSBampADC 1 NullFileWriter 1 BCI2000FileWriter 1 EDFFileWriter 1 
GDFFileWriter 1 AlignmentFilter 1.1 TransmissionFilter 1.2 // SignalSource filter chain 
Visualize:Processing%20Stages int VisualizeAlignmentFilter= 0 0 0 1 // Visualize AlignmentFilter 
output (boolean) 
Visualize:Processing%20Stages int VisualizeTransmissionFilter= 0 0 0 1 // Visualize 
TransmissionFilter output (boolean) 
Connector:ConnectorInput list ConnectorInputFilter= 0 // list of state names or signal elements to 
allow, "*" for any, signal elements as in "Signal(1,0)" 
Connector:ConnectorInput string ConnectorInputAddress= % localhost:20320 % % // IP address/port 
to read from, e.g. localhost:20320 
Application:Human%20Interface%20Devices:KeystrokeFilter string KeystrokeStateName= % // State 
to be translated into keystrokes, empty for off 
Connector:ConnectorOutput string ConnectorOutputAddress= % localhost:20320 % % // IP 
address/port to write to, e.g. localhost:20320 
System:Core%20Connections string ApplicationPort= 50531 4200 1024 65535 // the Application 
module's listening port 
System:Core%20Connections string ApplicationIP= 10.52.250.60 127.0.0.1 % % // the Application 
module's listening IP 
System:Configuration matrix ApplicationVersion= { Framework Revision Build } 1 3.0.4 
3798,%202012/02/01%2019:07:06 2012/02/01%2019:14:41 // Application version information 
System:Configuration matrix ApplicationFilterChain= 3 { Filter%20Name Position%20String } 
ConnectorInput 2.9999 KeystrokeFilter 3.1 ConnectorOutput 3.9999 // Application filter chain 
Filtering:ExpressionFilter string StartRunExpression= % // expression executed on StartRun 
Filtering:ExpressionFilter string StopRunExpression= % // expression executed on StopRun 
Filtering:ExpressionFilter matrix Expressions= 0 1 // expressions used to compute the output of the 
ExpressionFilter (rows are channels; empty matrix for none) 
System:Core%20Connections string SignalProcessingPort= 50532 4200 1024 65535 // the 
SignalProcessing module's listening port 
System:Core%20Connections string SignalProcessingIP= 10.52.250.60 127.0.0.1 % % // the 
SignalProcessing module's listening IP 
System:Configuration matrix SignalProcessingVersion= { Framework Revision Build } 1 3.0.4 
3798,%202012/02/01%2019:07:06 2012/02/01%2019:14:41 // SignalProcessing version information 
System:Configuration matrix SignalProcessingFilterChain= 1 { Filter%20Name Position%20String } 
ExpressionFilter 2.D2 // SignalProcessing filter chain 
Visualize:Processing%20Stages int VisualizeExpressionFilter= 0 0 0 1 // Visualize ExpressionFilter 
output (boolean) 
System:State%20Vector int StateVectorLength= 5 16 1 30 // length of the state vector in bytes 
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7.1 Appendix B - Documentation 
7.1.1 Data Storage File System 
This is the data directory. It contains the data collected by subjects for my 
experiments. If you plan on using any of this data or contributing to it in your 
own projects, please follow the following directory structure. Thank you and enjoy. 
 
```bash 
/thesis$ tree data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05 
data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05 
├── dats (dat files created by the BCI2000Launcher) 
├── extracted 
│   ├── ascii  (ascii files created using the BCI2000Export tool (ASCII - high 
precision) 
│   ├── data  (data directories created by from the ascii files) 
│   └── epoches (json files for the organized epoches created from the data files - 
used in processing and identification scripts) 
├── features (each 'key' of the feature is on it's own line in this file) 
├── impedances  (folder used to hold one text file that stores the final 
impedances) 
 
7 directories, 0 files 
``` 
 
All data should be categorized by a subject (test + #), and the date they were 
tested on. If several tests were taken for this subject make several date 
directories that correspnd to the dates they were tested. 
 
 
Note: if you would  not like to perform this organization by hand, there are 
several tools in 'src' directory that can help you fill these directories. Below is 
a typical sequence to populate a new subject data directory from a series of ascii 
files found on a USB stick: 
 
```bash 
/thesis$ build_dir.py data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05 
/thesis$ ascii2dir.py /media/USB\ DISK/Matt/1262015_222/Matt001/*.ascii 
data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05/ 
Find you files in the following directory: 
'data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05/extracted/data/' 
/thesis$ cp /media/USB\ DISK/Matt/1262015_222/Matt001/impedances.txt.txt 
data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05/impedances/ 
/thesis$ cp /media/USB\ DISK/Matt/1262015_222/Matt001/*.ascii 
data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05/extracted/ascii/ 
/thesis$ cp /media/USB\ DISK/Matt/1262015_222/Matt001/*.dat 
data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05/dats/     
/thesis$ epoches2json.py data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05/ 
What is the focus code for MattS001R05.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R11.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R01.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R10.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R04.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R08.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R03.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R09.ascii: 1 
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What is the focus code for MattS001R02.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R12.ascii: 1 
What is the focus code for MattS001R07.ascii: 1 
/thesis$ post_processing.py data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05/ 
Pulling the raw epoches from 
data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05//extracted/epoches/raw_epoches.json... done. 
Baseline Correction ([y]/n): y 
Artifact removal ([y]/n): y 
Plot averages ([y]/n): y 
Correcting the baseline... done. 
Removing artifacts... done. Removed 28  artifacts ( 0.113131313131 %) 
Averaging... done. 
Writing to processed_epoches.json... done. 
Writing to averaged_epoches.json... done. 
Plotting... 
/thesis$ learn_subject.py data/subjects/test6/2015_02_05/ 
Extracting features... done 
[1.3067008943249019, 
 2.3664621225793026, 
 2.418665057499022, 
 2.2248204771552156, 
 5.192696969578799, 
 1.9142589341265328, 
 1.14972973172117, 
 0.41377911377172566, 
 2.2972473531423803, 
 1.5124876357810038, 
 3.991091504694319, 
 2.907141373935993, 
 2.8239276841528844, 
 2.835278782912695, 
 1.6674080762727834] 
Storing features... done 
``` 
 
And this is the directory structure afterward: 
 
```sh 
jacob@cliford:~/Documents/thesis$ tree data/subjects/test6/ 
data/subjects/test6/ 
└── 2015_02_05 
    ├── dats 
    │   ├── eyesonev2S001R01_one.dat 
    │   ├── eyesonev2S001R02_two.dat 
    │   ├── eyesonev2S001R03_five.dat 
    │   ├── eyesonev2S001R03_four.dat 
    │   └── eyesonev2S001R03_three.dat 
    ├── extracted 
    │   ├── ascii 
    │   │   ├── eyesonev2S001R01_one.ascii 
    │   │   ├── eyesonev2S001R02_two.ascii 
    │   │   ├── eyesonev2S001R03_five.ascii 
    │   │   ├── eyesonev2S001R03_four.ascii 
    │   │   └── eyesonev2S001R03_three.ascii 
    │   ├── data 
    │   │   ├── eyesonev2S001R01_one.ascii 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelC3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelC4 
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    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelCZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF7 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF8 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFP1 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFP2 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelO1 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelO2 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelP3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelP4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelPZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── PhaseInSequence 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── Recording 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── Running 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── SelectedStimulus 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── SourceTime 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusBegin 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusCode 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusTime 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   └── StimulusType 
    │   │   │       └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   ├── eyesonev2S001R02_two.ascii 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelC3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelC4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelCZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF7 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF8 
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    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFP1 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFP2 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelO1 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelO2 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelP3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelP4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelPZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── PhaseInSequence 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── Recording 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── Running 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── SelectedStimulus 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── SourceTime 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusBegin 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusCode 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusTime 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   └── StimulusType 
    │   │   │       └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   ├── eyesonev2S001R03_five.ascii 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelC3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelC4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelCZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF7 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF8 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFP1 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFP2 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelO1 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelO2 
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    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelP3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelP4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelPZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── PhaseInSequence 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── Recording 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── Running 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── SelectedStimulus 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── SourceTime 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusBegin 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusCode 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusTime 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   └── StimulusType 
    │   │   │       └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   ├── eyesonev2S001R03_four.ascii 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelC3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelC4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelCZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF7 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelF8 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFP1 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFP2 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelFZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelO1 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelO2 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelP3 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelP4 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── ChannelPZ 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── PhaseInSequence 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── Recording 
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    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── Running 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── SelectedStimulus 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── SourceTime 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusBegin 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusCode 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   ├── StimulusTime 
    │   │   │   │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   │   └── StimulusType 
    │   │   │       └── rawY.txt 
    │   │   └── eyesonev2S001R03_three.ascii 
    │   │       ├── ChannelC3 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelC4 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelCZ 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelF3 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelF4 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelF7 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelF8 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelFP1 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelFP2 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelFZ 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelO1 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelO2 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelP3 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelP4 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── ChannelPZ 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── PhaseInSequence 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── Recording 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── Running 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── SelectedStimulus 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── SourceTime 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── StimulusBegin 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── StimulusCode 
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    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       ├── StimulusTime 
    │   │       │   └── rawY.txt 
    │   │       └── StimulusType 
    │   │           └── rawY.txt 
    │   └── epoches 
    │       ├── averaged_epoches.json 
    │       └── raw_epoches.json 
    ├── features 
    │   ├── features_testing.json 
    │   └── features_training.json 
    └── impedances 
        └── impedances.txt 
 
 
132 directories, 135 files 
``` 
 
Also, in the notes directory, there is a small file named 'meta.json'. This file 
should be populated with a new dictionary every time a new data set comes in. The 
structure should be as follows: 
 
{ 
    "date": <date_of_subject_test>, 
    "subject": <subject_alias>, 
    "usable": <boolean_of_if_the_subject_data_is_usable> 
} 
 
This file is pulled in from the id_subject script to decide which subjects to test 
accuracies for. If you tell make the 'usable' field True, the script will parse the 
subjects data and add it to the LDA training set. Otherwise, it is not used. Also, 
if marked True, the accuracy of the classifier for that training set will be added 
to the average accuracies used in the file measurements. 
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7.2 Appendix C - Subject Forms 
7.2.1 E-mail Template 
Dear subject, 
Thank you for agreeing to help me in this study for my graduate master's thesis. Below are a few instructions I'd request that 
you fulfill before we conduct this ERP experiment. Please read them carefully and find additional notes below. If you have 
any questions or concerns or would like to be removed from this study at any time, please feel free to contact me. 
 
Instructions: 
• The study will be conducted from 2:00 PM – 4:00 PM on the 8th floor of Rhodes Hall in the engineering library. 
Please arrive at least 10 minutes early so that we can prepare the equipment. 
• Within 12 hours of the test, please do not consume caffeine or any alcoholic beverages. It will affect the study in a 
negative way. 
• Please do not wear earrings or jewelry of any kind. I need to place an electrode on your ear, so if you do have 
jewelry please be prepared to temporarily remove the jewelry during the study. 
• Please do not wear any head gear or hats. During the experiment, the subject will need to wear an electrode cap 
which covers the entire head. 
• Attached is a form that that should be filled out by you prior to the experiment. Please fill out the information so 
that I can make a collection of meta-data about the subjects in this study. Again, none of this information will be associated 
with your identity. The form can either be emailed to me prior to the experiment or printed off and handed in.  
Notes: 
• None of your personal information will be used in the publication of this work. 
• Names and identities will be removed from the data sets and all personal affiliation with the data collected during 
this experiment will be anonymized. 
• When the test is finished, there might be residual electrode gel left in your hair. This gel might become itchy over 
time and is recommended to be washed out immediately following the experiment. While the gel will not do any damage to 
you, it can be a nuisance if left untamed for a long period of time. 
• The study will likely only take 1 hour, but please make sure that your schedule is clear from the hours of 2:00 PM 
– 4:00 PM in case that we run into unexpected time delays. It is important that the tests are taken during this time of day. 
 
Thanks again for helping out. The thesis will be completed for graduation in the Spring of 2015. 
 
Jake Heath 
University of Cincinnati 
763.258.3953 
heathjo@mail.uc.edu 
 
7.2.2 Subject Questionnaire  
Subject Information Please fill out the information shown below. The information will not be associated with your personal 
identity or the data collected from this experiment. It will merely be used to show the variety of test subjects used in this 
study.  
Date :________________________________________  
Gender :________________________________________  
Age :________________________________________ 
 Average hours of sleep / week :________________________________________  
Average caffeine intact / week :________________________________________ 
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7.3 Appendix D - Source Files 
7.3.1 Subject Identification Script 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
 
import json 
import features 
import sys 
import os 
import numpy as np 
import pprint as p 
from sklearn.lda import LDA 
 
def usage(): 
 return 'id_subject.py <path_to_subject>/<path_to_subject_date>' 
 
#given a set of patient data with the following format: 
# [ 
#  { 
#   'idx': <idx>, 
#   'name': <name>, 
#   'features' <features> 
#  } 
#  . 
#  . 
#  . 
# ] 
#return the classifier used to predict a new patient 
def fit(feature_objs): 
 features = [] 
 groups = [] 
 for obj in feature_objs: 
  for feature in obj['features']: 
   if len(feature) == 15: 
    features.append(feature) 
    groups.append(obj['idx']) 
   else: 
    print 'DANGER' 
   
 X = np.array(features) 
 y = np.array(groups) 
 
 #TODO: getting a weird error: 
 #UserWarning: Variables are collinear 
 #look into this, might just be because I tested with two identical sets of 
data 
 clf = LDA() 
 
 clf.fit(X, y) 
 return clf 
 
#given a classifier and a set of new patient data with the following format: 
# [feature_vector] 
#return a list of patient ids that that classifier predicts the patient to be 
def predict(clf, features_testing): 
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 predicted = [] 
 for feature in features_testing: 
  # make a guess as to which subject you think it is based on the 
training set and the current feature 
  prediction = clf.predict([feature])[0] 
  predicted.append(prediction) 
 
 return predicted 
 
#given a path, get the training features from features_training.json 
def get_training_features(path): 
 #print 'Gathering the training features for', path, '...', 
 with open(path + '/features/features_training.json', 'r') as f: 
  features_training = json.load(f) 
 #print 'done.' 
 return features_training 
 
#given a path, get the testing features from features_testing.json 
def get_testing_features(path): 
 #print 'Gathering the testing features for', path, '...', 
 with open(path + '/features/features_testing.json', 'r') as f: 
  features_testing = json.load(f) 
 #print 'done.' 
 return features_testing 
 
#load the meta data about each of the subject. This JSON file tells us if the data 
is usable (it become too hard to remember which sets I wanted to use and which ones 
I didn't) 
def get_meta_data(): 
 #print 'Gathering the meta data...', 
 # the path to the meta.json will always be the same. It is okay to hard 
code it here. 
 path = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)) + 
'/../data/notes/meta.json' 
 with open(path, 'r') as f: 
  meta_data = json.load(f) 
 #print 'done.' 
 return meta_data 
 
def new_feature_obj(idx, name, features): 
 feature_obj = { 
  'idx': idx, 
  'name': name, 
  'features': features 
 } 
 
 return feature_obj 
 
def run_stats(feature_objs, predictions, subject, date): 
 success = 0.0 
 total = 1.0*len(predictions) 
 for prediction in predictions: 
  for obj in feature_objs: 
   if prediction == obj['idx']: 
    if obj['name'] == subject: 
     success += 1 
    break 
 average = (subject, '/', date, ' accuracy: ', str(((success / total) * 
100)), ' %') 
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 print ''.join(average) 
  
 return success, total 
  
#given a path to a subject directory (the directory containing all subject data) a 
feature.txt  
#file for a new patient or a patient you wish to identitfy collect all the past 
features and predict  
#the group that the new feature belongs to 
def main(args): 
 # get the meta data so we know what the default option is for each of the 
data sets. This will make it easier for us to decide which data sets to keep and 
which ones to not keep. 
 meta_data = get_meta_data() 
 all_success = 0 
 all_total = 0 
 
 for meta in meta_data: 
  #if the subject is usable, go through and test the accuracy against 
the other usable subjects 
  if meta['usable']: 
   test_subject_path = "data/subjects/" + meta['subject'] + "/" 
+ meta['date'] 
   # the path to the directory we want to identify against 
   #test_subject_path = args[0] 
   subject = 
meta['subject']#os.path.split(os.path.split(test_subject_path)[0])[1] 
   date = 
meta['date']#os.path.split(os.path.split(os.path.split(test_subject_path)[0])[0])[1
] 
 
   # get the training features from the path (usually the last 
50 feature from the training set) 
   features_testing = get_testing_features(test_subject_path) 
 
 
   # get the location of where the other subjects are  
   base_data_directories = test_subject_path 
   while (os.path.split(base_data_directories)[1] != 
'subjects'): 
    test_name = os.path.split(base_data_directories)[1] 
    base_data_directories = 
os.path.split(base_data_directories)[0] 
    
   data_directories = os.listdir(base_data_directories) 
 
   # Ask the user which tests they want to include in the data 
set to learn 
   feature_objs = [] 
   for test_subject_idx,test_subject in 
enumerate(data_directories): 
    test_subject_date_directories = 
os.listdir(base_data_directories + '/' + test_subject) 
    for date_directory in test_subject_date_directories: 
     usable = next((item['usable'] for item in 
meta_data if item['subject'] == test_subject and item['date'] == date_directory), 
None) 
     if usable != None: 
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      #automatically add the subject you 
are testing against 
      if subject == test_subject and date 
== date_directory: 
       #add this data to the data 
set 
       features = 
get_training_features(base_data_directories + '/' + test_subject + '/' + 
date_directory) 
      
 feature_objs.append(new_feature_obj(test_subject_idx, test_subject, 
features)) 
      else: 
       if usable: 
        #add this data to the 
data set 
        features = 
get_training_features(base_data_directories + '/' + test_subject + '/' + 
date_directory) 
       
 feature_objs.append(new_feature_obj(test_subject_idx, test_subject, 
features)) 
     else: 
      print "Couldn't find that subject. 
Moving on..." 
 
   # Using the training sets from above, make a prediction on 
each of the testing features. 
   predictions = predict(fit(feature_objs), features_testing) 
 
   # Print the results of the prediction (ave. accuracy, etc.) 
   success, total = run_stats(feature_objs, predictions, 
subject, date) 
   all_success += success 
   all_total += total 
 
 average = ('Average accuracy: ', str(((all_success / all_total) * 100)), ' 
%') 
 print ''.join(average) 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
 main(sys.argv[1:]) 
 
7.3.2 Epoch Generation Library 
import plots as plt 
import numpy as np 
import signal_mods as sig 
 
import sys 
import string 
 
#depending on how big we want to make our window for creating ERP frames,  
#these values might change (it will also depend on the sampling rate of the device) 
SAMPLE_RATE  = 256.0 #samples per second 
STIMULUS_START  = int(round(200.0 * 1/1000 * SAMPLE_RATE)) 
STIMULUS_STOP  = int(round(800.0 * 1/1000 * SAMPLE_RATE)) 
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#given a list of channels and stimulus codes, create a data structure that looks 
like this: 
# { 
#  <channelName> : 
# { 
#   "code" : <stimulus_code>, 
#   "data" : [<ERP_data>], 
# }, 
#  . 
#  . 
# } 
def get_channel_epoches(channels, stimulus_codes, path): 
 subject_data   = {} 
 for channel in channels: 
  with open(path + "/" + channel + "/rawY.txt") as f: 
   #get the content from the channel 
   content = np.array([np.float_(point.strip('\n')) for point 
in f.readlines()]) 
   channelName = string.replace(channel, "Channel", "") 
 
   #using the stimulus codes from this test, and the channel 
data, create the ERP frames 
   #TODO: need to check to make sure indexing into numpy arrays 
works 
   frames = find_epoches(content, stimulus_codes) 
 
   #the patient data for this channel is a list of ERP frames 
for each stimulus code 
   subject_data[channelName] = frames 
 return subject_data 
 
# Given a code, the start of the stimulus code and the entire data set, return an 
object 
# that specifies the stimulus code and the erp epoch it created. 
# { 
#  "<stimulus_code>" : <stimulus_code>, 
#  "<data>" : [<list_of_data_that_make_up_ERP>] 
# } 
def create_epoch(code, index, data_set): 
 epoch = {} 
 epoch['stimulus_code'] = code 
 epoch['data'] = [] 
 
 #need to create a lower bound and upper bound so that we don't go over or 
under the length of the data set 
 upper_bound = len(data_set) - 1 
 lower_bound = 0 
  
 #how long do we want our ERP frame to be?  
 #how much time before the start signal and after the start signal do we go? 
 epoch_start_time  = index - STIMULUS_START 
 epoch_stop_time  = index + STIMULUS_STOP 
  
 # This epoch not be created because it is too close to the bounds of the 
data set. 
 if epoch_start_time < lower_bound or epoch_stop_time > upper_bound: 
  return -1 
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 for i in range(epoch_start_time, epoch_stop_time): 
  epoch['data'].append(data_set[i]) 
   
 return epoch 
 
#given a set of data and a set of stimulus codes,  
#return a  list of objects where each object is an ERP frame 
def find_epoches(data_set, stimulus_codes): 
 #first make sure that the sets are of equal size 
 if len(data_set) != len(stimulus_codes): 
  print 'The number of points in the data set does not match the 
number of points in the stimulus codes.' 
  return -1 
   
 epoches = [] 
 #loop through all the stimulus codes. when you find 
 #one that is not zero, create an ERP epoch 
 #Note:  0 indicates the loop is ready to create a epoch 
 #  1 indicates that we are in the middle of a epoch and should 
disregard numbers not equal to zero 
 check = 0 
 for i in range(len(stimulus_codes)): 
  if stimulus_codes[i] != 0 and check == 0: 
   epoch = create_epoch(stimulus_codes[i], i, data_set) 
   if epoch != -1: 
    epoches.append(epoch) 
    check = 1 
   #since the stimulus codes last for a period of time, 
   #loop until we are done 
  #if we just saw a 1 and now we see a zero, change the check state 
back to zero 
  elif stimulus_codes[i] == 0 and check == 1: 
   check = 0 
    
 return epoches 
 
7.3.3 Feature Extraction Library 
import math 
import os 
import pprint as p 
import signal_mods as sig 
import scipy.signal as sysig 
from scipy.signal import freqz 
import plots as plt 
import numpy as np 
import pdb 
#parameters for chunking data 
TEST_TIME    = 1  #in seconds 
SAMPLE_RATE   = 256 #in Hz 
EPOCH_LENGTH   = 256 #in samples 
SAMPLES_PER_TEST  = TEST_TIME * SAMPLE_RATE 
EPOCHES_PER_TEST  = SAMPLES_PER_TEST / EPOCH_LENGTH 
 
#fitler to use when getting the gamma band for the spectral power calculations 
#we do this globally so we don't design a filter for every epoch 
b, a = sig.design_butter_filter(30, 50, SAMPLE_RATE) 
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# Find the spectral power of the epoch. 
def get_gamma_spec_power(epoch): 
 #use a forward, reverse butterworth filter to isolate the gamma band 
 gamma_band_epoch = sysig.filtfilt(b, a, epoch) 
 
 #square all the elements of the epoch 
 epoch_squared = map(math.pow, gamma_band_epoch, [2]*EPOCH_LENGTH) 
  
 #complete a summation of the epoch 
 summation = sum(epoch_squared) 
 
 #divide by the size of the summation 
 return summation / EPOCH_LENGTH 
 
def new_spec_power_obj(epoch): 
 spec_power_obj = { 
  'idx' : epoch['idx'], 
  'gamma_band_spec_power': get_gamma_spec_power(epoch['data']), 
  'channel': epoch['channel'] 
 } 
 
 return spec_power_obj 
 
def create_erp_feature(epoch_idx, target_spec_powers): 
 epoch_feature = [] 
 for target_spec_power in target_spec_powers: 
  if target_spec_power['idx'] == epoch_idx: 
  
 epoch_feature.append(target_spec_power['gamma_band_spec_power']) 
 
 return epoch_feature 
 
# Return a list of spec_power objects that contain the spectral power of each of 
the epoches you pass in 
def get_feature_vectors(epoches): 
 print "Extracting features...", 
 target_spec_powers = [] 
 
 #and epoch['idx'] not in contaminated_epoche_idx 
 #print epoch['idx'], epoch['idx'] not in contaminated_epoche_idx 
 
 for epoch in epoches: 
  if (epoch['stimulus_code'] == epoch['focus_code']): 
   target_spec_powers.append(new_spec_power_obj(epoch)) 
 
 features = [] 
 #i represents the epoch id 
 for i in range(len(target_spec_powers)): 
  feature = create_erp_feature(i, target_spec_powers) 
  if len(feature) != 0: 
   features.append(feature) 
 
 print "done" 
 return features 
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7.3.4 Signal Modification Library 
import scipy.signal as sig 
import numpy as np 
import plots as plt 
import math 
import sys 
import pprint as p 
 
def new_average_object(channel, target_averages, nontarget_averages): 
    ave_obj = { 
        'channel' : channel, 
        'target'  : target_averages, 
        'nontarget': nontarget_averages 
    } 
 
    return ave_obj 
 
#average all the epoches 
def average_tests(epoches): 
    target = {} 
    nontarget = {} 
    for idx, erp in enumerate(epoches): 
        if (erp['stimulus_code'] == erp['focus_code']) and not erp['contaminated']: 
            if not erp['channel'] in target: 
                target[erp['channel']] = [] 
 
            target[erp['channel']].append(erp['data']) 
        elif (erp['stimulus_code'] != erp['focus_code']) and not 
erp['contaminated']: 
            if not erp['channel'] in nontarget: 
                nontarget[erp['channel']] = [] 
 
            nontarget[erp['channel']].append(erp['data']) 
 
    averages = [new_average_object(channel, average(target[channel]), 
average(nontarget[channel])) for channel in nontarget] 
 
    return averages 
 
#given a list of epoches for a channel, average the waveforms together  
def average(epoches): 
    averaged_channel = [] 
    i = 0 
    #find the number of data points in a epoch 
    for j in range(len(epoches[0])): 
        points = [] 
         
        #go across all the frames for this point and add it to a list 
        for epoch in epoches: 
            points.append(epoch[i]) 
        i += 1 
 
        #average this list 
        average = np.mean(points) 
 
        #add the averaged point to the averaged channel object 
        averaged_channel.append(average) 
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    return averaged_channel 
 
#given raw data for a series of tests and channels, filter it according to your 
filter specs 
def filter_patient_tests(patient_data): 
    #suppose we have several tests 
    filtered_patient_data   = {} 
    for test in patient_data: 
        filtered_patient_data[test] = {} 
        for channel in patient_data[test]: 
            filtered_patient_data[test][channel] = [] 
            for erp in patient_data[test][channel]: 
                epoch = {} 
                epoch['data'] = filter(erp['data']) 
                epoch['code'] = erp['code'] 
                filtered_patient_data[test][channel].append(epoch) 
    return filtered_patient_data 
 
#emulating the procedure described by Palanippan_2008_AR.pdf 
#elements to emulate: 
#--o high pass Elliptic FIR filter above 0.5 Hz (to reduce baseline noise) 
#   --> specs: 
#       --o 30 dB minimum attenuation in the stopband 
#       --o 0.5 db ripple in the pass-band 
#       --o forward and reverse filtering was performed 
#design a butterworth filter accroding to the specs found in Palaniappan 2006 
#much help designing this filter from 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/12093594/how-to-implement-band-pass-butterworth-
filter-with-scipy-signal-butter 
#and http://wiki.scipy.org/Cookbook/ButterworthBandpass 
def design_butter_filter(lowcut, highcut, fs): 
    #3 dB passband of 30 - 50 Hz, i.e. in the gamma band range. 
    nyq = 0.5 * fs 
 
    LOW = lowcut / nyq 
    HIGH = highcut / nyq 
    PASSBAND = [LOW, HIGH] 
    ORDER = 10 
 
    #we want a bandpass filter type 
    FILTER_TYPE = 'band' 
 
    #return the coefficients for the filter we are going to use 
    b, a = sig.butter(ORDER, PASSBAND, btype=FILTER_TYPE) 
    return b, a 
 
#use the designed filter to filter the epoch 
def butter_filter(b, a, epoch): 
    #not sure about this padding, might want to ask someone 
    return sig.filtfilt(b, a, epoch, padlen=150) 
 
 
def artifact_removal(epoches, threshold = 100.0): 
    def moving_window_ar(epoch): 
        #1.) create the windows for each epoch 
        windows = create_ERP_windows(SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW, EPOCH_SIZE, epoch) 
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        #2.) for each of the windows in each epoch, find the peak-to-peak voltages 
and return the max 
        voltages = [peak_to_peak(window) for window in windows] 
        max_peak_to_peak = max(voltages) 
 
        #3.) check if the max exceeds the threshold 
        if max_peak_to_peak > THRESHOLD: 
            contaminated = True 
        else: 
            contaminated = False 
 
        return contaminated 
         
    #create windows within the ERP and calculate the peak-to-peak voltage of each 
of the windows 
    #using the highest voltage from the windows, compare it to the threshold. if it 
is above the threshold 
    #mark the epoch as contaminated 
    SAMPLE_RATE = 256.0 #samples per second 
    SAMPLE_TIME = 1.0   #each epoch is 1 second long 
    WINDOW_SIZE = 200.0 #the default window will be 200 ms, meaning 5 windows per 
epoch 
    SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW = (SAMPLE_RATE / (SAMPLE_TIME * 1000.0)) * WINDOW_SIZE 
    EPOCH_SIZE = SAMPLE_RATE * SAMPLE_TIME 
    THRESHOLD = threshold #the threshold will change, but by default use this 
value. measured in uV 
    print "".join(('Removing artifacts with threshold greater than ', 
str(THRESHOLD), ' microvolts...')), 
 
    for idx, epoch in enumerate(epoches): 
        contaminated = moving_window_ar(epoch['data']) 
        if contaminated: 
            epoches[idx]['contaminated'] = True 
        else: 
            epoches[idx]['contaminated'] = False 
 
    contaminated_epoches_ids = set([epoch['idx'] for epoch in epoches if 
epoch['contaminated']]) 
     
    stats = ''.join(('done. Removed ', str(len(contaminated_epoches_ids)), ' 
contaminated epoches ( ', str((float(len(contaminated_epoches_ids) * 15) / 
float(len(epoches))) * 100), ' % )')) 
    print stats 
     
    epoches = [epoch for epoch in epoches if epoch['idx'] not in 
contaminated_epoches_ids] 
 
 
    return epoches 
     
 
 
 
#given a list of numbers, find the max and min and subtract them 
def peak_to_peak(data): 
    return abs(max(data)) - abs(min(data)) 
 
#given a window size, the size of the ERP and the ERP, create a list of lists of 
the windowed ERP 
94 
# [ 
#   (ERP window 1) 
#   [ 
#       1, 2 3, 4, ..., N 
#   ], 
#   . 
#   . 
#   . 
#   (ERP window M) 
#   [ 
#       1, 2 3, 4, ..., N 
#   ] 
# ] 
def create_ERP_windows(samples_per_window, erp_frame_size, epoch): 
    windows = [] 
    num_windows = erp_frame_size / samples_per_window 
    for i in range(int(num_windows)): 
        window = [] 
        for j in range(int(round(samples_per_window))): 
            if not (i * int(math.ceil(samples_per_window)) + j) >= erp_frame_size: 
                window.append(epoch[i * int(math.ceil(samples_per_window)) + j]) 
 
        windows.append(window) 
 
    return windows 
 
def baseline_correction(epoch): 
    #given an epoch, average the prestimulus area and subtract it from the total 
epoch 
    #The constant that holds how long we will average the baseline. In this case, 
our baseline period is 200 ms 
    BASELINE_PERIOD = 200.0  
    SAMPLE_RATE = 256.0 #samples per second 
    SAMPLES_PER_MILLISECOND = (SAMPLE_RATE / 1000.0) 
    SAMPLES_PER_BASELINE_PERIOD = int(math.ceil(SAMPLES_PER_MILLISECOND * 
BASELINE_PERIOD)) 
    def subtract_baseline(point): 
        return (point - np.mean(epoch[:SAMPLES_PER_BASELINE_PERIOD])); 
 
    return map(subtract_baseline, epoch) 
 
#perform the baseline correction function on all our epoches 
def baseline_correction_tests(epoches): 
    print 'Correcting the baseline...', 
    baseline_corrected_epoches = epoches 
    for idx, epoches in enumerate(epoches): 
        baseline_corrected_epoches[idx]['data'] = 
baseline_correction(epoches['data']) 
 
    print 'done.' 
    return baseline_corrected_epoches 
 
 
